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  Siddha system of medicine is one of the ancient systems of medicine in the 
world. It is believed that the Siddhars laid the foundation for this system. It has great 
potential of medicinal resource repository goes back to B.C 10000 –B.C 4000. The 
traditional systems of medicine have received significant popularity in all over the 
globe as the drugs have curative property, less toxic and minimal side effects. 
 The functions of body is based on trihumours such as vatham, piththam, and 
kabham. Methods of diagnosis and treatment or Siddha system of medicine also based 
on vatham, piththam and kabham. Thus there is no scientifical validation for these 
trihumours. 
 Nowadays the common term vatham is widely used by public to specify pain. 
Thus , the verses  “uiklib<h<!hjmk<K…”indicates the vatham is the create spirit of 
body (Theraiyar maruththuva bharatham ). The quality, abode and function and types 
of vatham is mentioned in various text book such as Pathenen siththar nadinool 
saasththiram, Siddha maruthuvanga surukkam andetc,. by eighteen Siddhars. 
 The text book Siddha maruththuvangasurukkam mentioned the abode and 
quality of vatham is anus, faecal matter, idagalai, below the umbilicus, hip bone, skin, 
nervous system, joints, hair follicles, muscles and conduct respiration, tone up the 
activities of the mind, speech, regulation of 14 natural reflexes like movement of the 
bowels, to regulate the function of the sense organs, and the qualities are dryness, 
rough, unstable, minuteness, lightness, coldness respectively. 
“uikk<kqe<!G{Olke<eqz<!ubqxKohiXlqg<!ogit<Tl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
kikk<kqz<!Oleqjggizsf<KOlgMh<Hk<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!Okie<Xl<< << << <!
kQkx<XsqXfQi<kiER<!osxqk<Kme<!gMk<KuQPl<Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <!
OhiKk<kuikole<XHge<xei<!Lequi<!kiOl< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!!!!
NeOkii<!uikl<!hx<xqnV{<Muf<Ks<sz<!gib<s<sz<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
kielqzikqVg<Gf<!keqk<Kmz<!uqjsbqz<!OsVl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
gielir<Gvz<!gvr<gt<!gMk<Kmz<!gXh<hib<!uf<kiz<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
uiejglqe<Et<!osie<euikk<kqe<!G{lqoke<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <Ox!
!
uiklf<kqk<kOhiKuib<UOlozPl<hqlQTl<< < < < Q << < < < Q << < < < Q <!
S,klibqVlz<!uf<K!K~i<f<kqMR<!se<equikl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
OhkOlosb<gqvi{qohVubi<k<kqeqOki< < << < << < < ]r<gt<< << << <!
OhikOuuql<lqoke<XohiVk<kOlLequi<!osie<eii<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <”/!
(Verse 52, 53, 54Pathinennsiththargalnaadisaasththiram in KuriadaiyaalaNadi) 
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 According to the above verse mention the function of vatham as pain in the 
body, pricking and excruciating pain, weakness of the nerve, tremors, stiffness of 
muscles, dryness,  weariness, boring pain, pain felt as that of traumatic cause, 
dislocation of joints, weariness of the organs, inactiveness of the organs, retention of 
urine and faeces, thirst, unbearable pain in the calf muscles and the muscles of the 
thigh, a feeling that something is boring into the bones, erectile hairs, difficulty in 
flexion and extension of the extremities, secretion of saliva with astringent taste, 
blackening of eyes, motion and urine etc… 
There are various treatment are state in various books to treat vatha disorders. Hence 
the quotation, 
‘Ohkqbiz<!uikl<!kiPl<< < << < << < <’ 
(Noinaadalnoimudhalnaadal part 1) Pg.No.264 
  Indicates the purgation therapy will reduce vatham 
Many purgative drugs are available in traditional system of medicine. 
Agasthiyarkuzhambu is one of the familiar and commonly used purgative drug in 
Siddha system of medicine. According to this concept basis study will give a 
scientific validation to the term vatham in current scenario. 
According to siddha system diseases are classified into 4448 types, of this 
vatha diseases are classified into 80 which are the most common diseases presenting 




2. AIM AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 
 
2.1 AIM: 
 To make a scientific validation of purgation therapy to pacify Vatha Kuttram 
 
2.2 OBJECTIVES: 
2.2.1 PRIMARY OBJECTIVE: 
 To describe purgation therapy in pacifying Vatha Kuttram by give Agasthiyar 
Kuzhambu in outpatient and inpatient department, Govt. Siddha Medical College, 
Palayamkottai.  
 
2.2.2. SECONDARY OBJECTIVES: 
 1. To observe the changes of Neikuri changes before and after intake of 
Agasthiyar kuzhambu. 
 2. To describe the correlation between Vatham with Manikkadai and Naadi. 





3. ELUCIDATION ABOUT DISSERTATION TOPIC 
 
“Ohkqbiz<!uikf<!kiPl<< < << < << < <” 
- Noi Naadal Noi muthal Naadal Thirattu, Page No: 264!
 
gpqs<sz<< << << <! Purging !!
(T.V. Sambasivam 












h{<[kz<!< << << < !
To cause purging  uqOvsel<!osb<kz!
OhkqlVf<K<<< !
A medicine given 






One   of the three 
humours 
occupying the 
region below the 
naval. It is 
responsible for all 
movements in the 
body and causes 
respiration, 
hunger, thirst etc. 
without itself 
under going any 















Pain in the body 
caused by wind 
humour which is 
aggravated by 















5/ REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
uikl<<<<.!-bx<jg!fqjz<<< !
!
utqbqe<!-bx<jgh<!< < << < << < < h{<H;<<< !
! “yPr<Gme<!kiOkp<!&s<!Osir<gq!-br<g!< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! ! wPs<sqohx!wh<h{qBlix<x!< < << < << < < –!wPf<kqvqb<<< …/” 





































utq!)uikl<*<<< ujggt<;<<<  
! -0<K! ye<xibqVh<hqEl<?! ke<! -ml<! okipqz<! Lkzqbux<xiz<! hk<K!




! ! ! &i<g<gli!LkieoeiM!slie!eige<…/”!
!!!!!!!!! ! ! !.!we<El<!B,gqLeq!sqf<kil{q!911.z<!!
!!kk<Ku!uqkq!46!Nl<!osb<Btizxqg/!
2*!hqvi{e<!)dbqi<g<giz<*< < < << < < << < < < !
!! -K! &zikivk<kqzqVf<K! outqh<hm<M! &g<gqe<! upqbib<! &s<S! uqmzix<!
he<eqv{<Mr<Gz! K~vl<! ose<X?! lXhcBl<! wm<mr<Gzl<! dt<Tg<Gh<! hib<f<K?!
fizr<Gzl<!uQ{ib<h<Ohil</!&s<Suir<gz<?!uqMkz<!osb<Bl<?!Hsqg<Gl<!d{Ugjt!
osiqg<gh<h{<[l</!!
!! fipqjg! ye<Xg<G! Le<E~x<xXhK! Suislig! fiotie<Xg<G!
-Vhk<Okivibqvk<K! nXF~X! Suisl<! d{<miGl</! nux<xqz<! hkqeizibqvk<K!
fiE~X! Suisl<! dt<uir<gq! &zikivk<K! dt<otiMr<Gl</! hig<gq! Wpibqvk<K!
-VF~X! Suisl<! lm<cZl<! outqbigqh<! hipib<h<Ohil</! -u<Oupibqvk<K! -VF~X!
SuisLr<%mh<! hipiglz<! dm<osZk<kqeiz<! wh<OhiKl<! hizvibqVg<gzioleUl<!
F~z<gt<!%Xgqe<xe/!
!
3*!nhiee<!)gQp<!Ofig<Gr<giz<*;< Q < < < << Q < < < << Q < < < < !
!! -K! Suikqm<miek<kqzqVf<K! outqh<hm<Mg<! gQp<Ofig<gq! lzszk<jkk<!
kt<Tl</! Nseuijb! SVg<Gl</! ne<esivk<jks<! OsvOu{<cb! -mr<gtqz<!
Osi<h<hqg<Gl</!
!
4*!uqbiee<!)hvUgiz<*;< << << < !
!! -K! OkizqzqVf<K! wPhk<K! -v{<mibqvl<! )83?111*! fic! fvl<H! -vk<kg<!
Gpib<gtq<Zl<! ose<X! -u<UmzqZt<t! njsBl<! ohiVt<?! njsbih<! ohiVt<!
we<Elqv{<cZlqVf<K! dXh<Hgjt! fQm<mUl<! lmg<gUR<! osb<K;!




5*!dkiee<!)Olz<!Ofig<Gr<giz<*;< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! -K! dkvig<gqeqbqz<! -Vf<K! Okie<xq! d{uqe<! sivk<OkiM! %cbqVf<K!
njk!nr<gr<Og!fqXk<Kl</!njk!outqh<hMk<kqBl<!gzg<gqBl<!uVkz<!osb<Bl</!
!
6*!sliee<!)fMg<giz<*;< < << < << < < !
!! -K! fihqbqzqVf<K! giz<! ujvg<Gl<! sleib<h<! hvuqh<hib<f<K?! lx<x!









8*!%i<le<!;< << << < !
! -K! lekqzqVf<K! gqtl<hqg<! g{<{qzqVf<K! -jljbg<! ogim<Muqg<Gl</!
ogim<miuq! uqmh<h{<[l</! hzl<! d{<Mh{<[l</! g{<gjtk<! kqxg<gUl<! &mUl<!




! -K?! fiuqzqVf<K! gqtl<hq! fiuqx<gsqjuBl<?! fisqbqx<! gsqjuBl<!
d{<mig<Gl</! hsqjb! d{<M! h{<[l</! ye<jx! fqjek<kqVg<gs<! osb<Bl</!
Ohikx<oxipqjzs<!osb<Bl</!Kl<ljzBl<!-VljzBl<!d{<mig<Gl</!
!!
:*!Okukk<ke<;< << << < !
! -K! ujtU! uculib<g<! gqtl<hqs<! Osil<hjzBl<?! dmz<!
Liqk<kjzBL{<mig<Gl</!K~r<gq! wPf<kqVg<Gl<! OhiK!nbi<s<sqjb!d{<mig<Gl</!
g{<j{h<! hzuqmr<gtqz<! ym<c! dziUuqg<Gl</! kir<Gkz<?! s{<jm! ogit<tz<?!
ki<g<gl<! Ohsz<?! lqg<g! Ogihl<! Ngqbux<jxB{<mig<Gl</! hz! ohiVt<gjtg<!
Gxqg<gs<!osb<K!Gkl<?!Gb<bole<Elqmr<gtqz<!-Vg<Gl</!
!
21*!keR<osbe<;< << << < !
! -K?! &g<gqzqVf<K! kck<K!dml<H! LPjlBl<! uQr<gh<! h{<[l<;! gikqz<!





utqjbh<!hx<xq!hqx!F~Zjmbii<!ogit<jggtiue;< < < << < < << < < < !
2*!uqbiee<;<<< !
!! -K!outqbqe<! )Ngibl<*!%X/!outq!wr<Gl<!fqjxf<kqVh<hK!Ohiz!-K!
dmz<! Lx<Xl<! hvuqbqVg<Gl</! -Vh<hqml<! klvgl<! )-Vkbl<*/! -ke<! okipqz<!




!! -K! utqbqe<! %X! utqjbh<! Ohizk<! klvgk<! kqeqe<X! &g<Gujv!
njzf<K! fqx<Gl</!-K!dbqVme<! gzf<K!uip<uKle<xq?! lel<?! Hk<kq?!dt<tl<?!
Jl<ohixq!-jugjtk<!ke<!ubh<hmk<kqg<!gixqBlqp<kz<?!-Vlz<?!Kl<lz<?! Wh<hl<!









!! -K?! nh<Huqe<! %X?! dmzqe<! fMuie! hg<GuisbOl! -mligh<ohx<X?!
ubqX! Lx<xqZl<! uip<f<K?! d{<m! d{U?! fQv<h<ohiVt<! -ux<jxs<!




!! -K?! l{<{qe<! )hqVkquq*! %X?! lii<jh! -mligg<! ogi{<M!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ogih<H,p<?! gPk<K?! &g<G! -l<&uqmr<gtqZl<! uip<f<K! Ohs<Sg<G!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!






uikk<kqe<!okipqz<;< < << < << < < !
! uig<G?! lel<?! Hze<gt<! Ohie<xux<jx! -br<gs<! osb<kz<?! dx<sigk<jk!
ogiMk<kz<?! &s<S! uqMkz<?! vs! hik! kiKg<gjt! sllig! hvh<Hkz<?! lzfQi<gjt!
outqObx<Xkz<!Lkzqbe!uib<uqe<!osbz<gtiGl</!
!! uiklieK! uxm<sqbigUl<?! Hjg! Ohie<X! wz<zi! kqjsgtqZl<?!
hvug<%cbKl<?! hjsbx<Xl<?! -OzsigUl<?! sQkt! ke<jl! djmbkigUl<!




   “ohir<gqbQjvf<Kg<Gm<!ohiz<zi!&e<X!kie<< Q < < < < < << Q < < < < < << Q < < < < < <!
kr<gqbuiBs<!sli<k<ke<!lgiuikl<?< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
hr<gqbue<eqbii<!hGf<kK!hqk<kOl< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”. 
we<hkiZl<;!! !
! ‘hGf<k!szk<kqx<!hiqsqg<Gl<!fz<gjzbil<;< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !








-l<&e<X! H,kr<gt<! fQr<gzig! lx<x!-v{<M! H,kr<gtqz<! ‘uq{<’! )Ngibl<*!
uikk<kqx<Giqb!uiBOuiM!%Ml</! ‘l{<’!)hqVkquq*!ghk<kqx<Giqb!nh<HOuiM!
OsVl</!
! utq!.utq + uq{<!
! kQ!!!.kQ!
! Jbl<!.!fQi<!+ l{<!
Lk<Okimr<gtqe<!lik<kqjv!uqgqkl< < < << < < << < < < <;!)2;2/3: ¼)  !
! ! )g{<[silqbl<*!
  “fiM!lqmgjz!fieie<G!nr<Gzlib<< < << < << < <!
!! YMOl!hqr<gjzB!Lb<bhk<!< < << < << < < .!Okicv{<M<<< !
!! OhigfMs<!SpqObi!Ohix<xBhi!bL!lib<h<< < < << < < << < < <!




  “hiVr<gjz!&e<xqz<!hx<xqb!uiB&e<X!< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! siVl<!ue<jlg<Gjxbie<!six<xg<Ogt<!< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < .!OkVlkqe<<<<!
!! olb<btU!uikolie<X!Olz<hqk<k!Olivjvbil<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!! Jbr<!<<< giozie<Ox!nxq<<< ”!
! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!Ofi/!fi!/higl<!2 (h/w{<!;!267?!268?!269*!
!!!! -mgjz/!hqr<gjz?!SPLje!we<x!&e<X!&zikiv!ficgTl<?!nhiee<?!
hqvi{e<?! sliee<! we<El<! uiBg<gtiz<! LjxOb! K~{<mh<hm<M! Suisl<!
)hqvi{uiB*! fjmohXr<gizk<kqz<! ye<Xg<ogie<X! uzqU?! olzqU! )ue<jl?!






osiqliek<kqz<!Lk<Okisr<gtqe<!hr<G;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! fil<! d{<[l<! d{ju?! Lg<G{r<gtqz<! ye<xie! hqk<kl<! geqf<Kh<!
hg<Guh<!hMk<KgqxK/!Lkziukig!-eqh<H!sk<Kg<gt<!hg<Guh<!hMk<kh<hMgqe<xe/!
nh<OhiK! ghl<! d{<migqxK! -KOu! osiqliek<kqe<! Lkx<hGkqbiGl</! wR<sqb!
d{U! vsl<! sqXGmZg<G! osz<Zl<! upqbqz<! -v{<miukig! osiqliel<!NgqxK/!
-h<OhiK! Htqh<H! sk<Kt<tjugt<! hg<Guh<hMk<kh<hMgqe<xe/! nu<ulbl<! hqk<kl<!
d{<migqxK/!lqR<sqbju!sqXGmZg<G!osz<gqe<xe/!nr<G!&e<xiuK!osiqliel<!
NgqxK/!-h<OhiK!givlie!sk<Kt<tjugt<!hg<Guh<hMk<kh<hMgqe<xe/!nh<OhiK!
uikl<! d{<migqxK/! -u<uqklig! osiqlie! d{U! vsk<kqzqVf<K! gpqUgt<!
lzligUl<?! sqXfQvigUl<! keqk<keqbig! hqiqg<gh<hm<M! fQi<?! lzk<Kjtgtqe<!
upqbig!outqOb!kt<th<hMgqe<xe/!
uikk<kqe<!ohiK!G{l<< < << < << < <!
)As Proposed in different siddha classical literatures) 
2/ hk<kie!-jmgjz!hqr<gjzBliGl<< < << < << < <!
hgVgqe<x!SPLjekie<!hVuliGl<< < << < << < <!
nk<kie!bk<sqr<Gju!kie<OgT!< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! ujvBOvi!lbqv<f<k!uzl<HVmeiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
Gk<kie!<<< GGke<!sr<gqeqBliGl< << << < << <<!
! ! %XgqOxil<!ubqvue<xie<!Gxqh<hib<OgT< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
sqk<kie!kqjsfic!hk<Kr<%c!< < << < << < < !




hivh<hi!bqjmbKkie<!hqr<gjtkie<!jlf<ki< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! hgi<f<kSpq!LjebKkie<!h{<hib<g<OgT!< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
uivh<hi!bqK&e<X!Olich<hib<f<K< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! uikk<kq!oziMr<Gole<X!useqk<Oki< < < << < < << < < < l<bil<< << << <!
livh<hi!bqke<%xqe<!G{k<jkg<OgT< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! lf<kole<x!GZk<kq!lzr<gm<Ml<!hiV< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
Nvh<hi!uikk<kqe<!%xkiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! ! nh<hOe!njxBOxe<!nmUOgOt/< << << < !
! ! ! )ngk<kqbv<!uik!giuqbl<< < << < << < <!h/w{<;48*<<< !
!
3/ uikk<kqe<!G{Ol!ke<eqz<!ubqxKohiXlqg<ogit<Tl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
kikk<kqz<!Oleqjggi!zsf<KOlg!Mh<Hk<!Okie<Xl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
kQKx<xsqXfQi<kiER<!osxqk<Kme<!gMk<K!uQPl<Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <!
OhiKk<k!uikole<X!Hge<xei<!Lequi<kiOl/)238*< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!
NeOkii<uikl<hx<xq!nV{<Muf<Ks<sz<!gib<s<sz<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
kielqzi!kqVg<Gf<!kek<Kmz<!uqjsbqz<!OsVl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
gielir<Gvz<!gvr<gz<!gMk<Kmz<!gXh<hib<!uf<kiz<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
uiejg!sqe<Et<!osie<e!uikk<kqe<!< < < < << < < < << < < < < G{lqoke<Ox/<<< !
!
uiklf<kqk<kOhiK!uib<U!OlozPl<!hqlQTl<< < < < Q << < < < Q << < < < Q <!
$klibqVlz<!uf<K!K~i<f<kqMR<!se<equikl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! OhkOlosb<gqvi{q!ohVubi<k<kqeq!Oki< < << < << < < ]r<gt<< << << <! !
OhikOuuql<lqoke<X!ohiVf<kOuLequi<!osie<eii</< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!!!!!!!!.hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <, h/w{<<<<.61/!
!
4/   “uikk<kqe<!< << << < G{Oloke<eqz<!lbr<Gf<kqbr<Gl<!lzi<!squg<Gl<< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < <!
hikr<Gtqi<f<K!sVuir<gl<!hx<xqfmg<G!Lgr<gmg<GR<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
sQkk<KmOe!ubqX!H{<{iR<!sqvqh<hqk<kKf<okxq!&s<sil<Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < <!
Ohikk<k{<{Qi<!kie<!uir<Gl<!HgPl<!hR<s!G{liOl/)99*< < Q < < < < < << < Q < < < < < << < Q < < < < < < !
!
uikk<kqe<!G{k<jkg<!Og{<lqe<!ubqX~Kl<!ohiVlqg<!ogit<Tl<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
kiKx<xUml<< << << <Hjggiz<!sf<Kgt<!gMh<Hk<OkiEl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
kQKx<x!sqXfQi<kiER<!squf<Kmz<!gMk<K!uQPl<Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <Q < Q < < < < < Q <!




giz<jg!gMg<Gf<!kqlqV{<mir<!g{<[f<!K~r<gqs<!Osihqg<Gl<< < < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < < <!
OgizR<osiqB!lr<golz<zir<!Gtqi<f<k!sf<Kger<!ogit<TR<< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <!
sQzlqGf<K!sQi<gi{qz<!sqXfQi<ux<xqQ < Q < < Q < <Q < Q < < Q < <Q < Q < < Q < < !uVlqgOu!
lizk<!kmr<g{<!liejebib<"!liOk!uikOviglqOk/!):1*!< < < << < < << < < < !
                                                    -ngk<kqbi<!-v{<mibqvl<< < < << < < << < < <, h/w{<<<<.44<< <<,/45!
! )-.t<*! lbg<gL{<miGl</! g{<gt<! squg<Gl</! giz<gt<! sqz<zqm<Mh<! hqe<ei<!





! jggiz<gtqz<! lklkh<Hme<! OukjeB{<miGl</! g{<gjt! Sx<xqZl<!
uQg<gL{<miGl</! dmzqz<! Gtqi<s<sqB{<miGl</! okijmbqMg<gqz<! uQg<gl<!
gi{h<hMl</!sqXfQi<!gl<lqbiGl</!-jugt<!‘uikl<’!nkqgiqk<kkqe<!GxqgtiGl</!!
!
4. “Yc!djtf<K!sf<KOkiXl<!yVg<giz<!uqmilz<!lqgg<Gk<Kl<< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < <!
uicjg!giz<!<<< ux{<M!uVl<!uzqgiz<!hk<kq!djtuiGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
Okcb!uikligqz<!dmz<!kjz!ofR<S!kiEgjtBl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! ! uicuqMl<!Oleq!ux{<M!uqMOl!dmz<gotz<zil<< < < < << < < < << < < < <…//” 
djv;!!
!! dmz<!LPuKl<!Yc?!sf<Kg<gjt!hx<xq?!okimi<f<K!Gk<kz<!Oukjejb!




5.  uikk<kqe<!G{Oloke<eqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
ubqxK!ohiVlqg<!ogit<Tl<< < << < << < <!
kiKk<k!-Mh<H!jggiz<!sf<K< < < << < < << < < < !
! ! dXh<Hgt<!gMg<Gl<!hiV< < < << < < << < < < !
Ohikk<jk!lbg<Gl<!OsiVl<< < < << < < << < < <!
Hgp<!lzl<!-Xgquir<Gl<< < < << < < << < < <!
kQkk<k!sqXfQi<!kiEl<Q < Q < <Q < Q < <Q < Q < <!
sqXk<Kme<!gXk<K!fqx<Gl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
uikole<X!nxqf<K!ogit<Ot< < << < << < < !





!! ubqX! ohiVLl<?! -Mh<H?! jg?! giz<?! sf<K! lx<Xl<! dXh<Hgt<!
gMk<KjtBl</! lbg<gl<! Wx<hMl</! lzl<! -Xgq?! sqXfQi<! gXk<K! sqxqK! sqxqkig!
outqObXl</! -g<GxqG{r<gt<! gi{h<hm<miz<! uikOfib<! we<X! okiqf<K!
ogit<tzil</!
uvziX!)Le<ose<l!gi<l!hze<*;< < < << < < << < < < !
6.  “F~oze<x!uiklK!uf<k!ujgkie<!WK< < << < << < < !
F{<jlbib<!gx<lk<kqe<!ujgjb!OgT< < < < << < < < << < < < < …/” 
. uikOfib<!lVk<Kul<!< < << < << < < h/w{<;27<<< !
!
ohiVt<;<<< !-tlvl<?!osc?!ogicgtqe<!Olz<Okijz!sQUukiZl<?!dbqi<hqvi{qgtqe<!
giz<gjt! yck<kiZl<?! lvk<kqZt<t! ogil<H?! -jz! ktqi<gjt! oum<c!
hipig<GukiZl<! uiklieK! gMh<Hme<! jg?! giz<gjt! Lmg<gq?! uQg<gLxs<!
osb<Bl</!
!
uikl<!uiPlqml<;!< << << < !
“oftqf<kqm<m!uiklhi!ek<jkh<!hx<xq< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
fqjxf<kqjmbs<!Osi<f<Kf<kqg<!gQOp!fqe<X< < < < < < Q << < < < < < Q << < < < < < Q < …/”!
!! wek<! klqp<! )lVk<Ku*! ubqk<kqb! skgl<?! 46?! 47.! Nl<! osb<Bm<gtqz<!
%xh<hm<cVh<hkiz<?!utqbieK?!nhiel<?!lzl<?!-mgjz?!df<kqbqe<!gQp<!&zl<?!
gilg<ogic?! -Mh<H?! wZl<H?! Okiz<?! fvl<Hg<%m<ml<?! gQz<gt<?! lbqi<g<giz<?! De<!
we<El<!-mr<gtqz<!uip<ukiGl</!
“d{<c!sjlk<Kmx<!%m<Mr<!Gmx<hGkq< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
kq{<cx!oze<H!osuqGxr<G!< < << < << < < –!uq{<m<<< …/” 
      (lVk<Ku!keqh<himz<*!
ohiVt<;!<<< !
!! d{jus<! sQv{qg<gs<! osb<K! dmZg<G! Wx<g! jug<Gl<! -mligqb!
hg<Guisbl<?!we<H?!giK?!okijm!hiqs!d{i<juk<!kVl<!Okiz<?!-Mh<H!Ngqb!
NXl<!Gx<x!lx<x!uiBuqe<!-mlil</!
! “nxqf<kqMl<!uik!lmr<G!lzk<kqeqz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <”!
wek<!kqV&zVl<?!
! “fiole<x!uikk<Kg<!< < << < << < < gqVh<hqmOl!Ogtib<< << << <!
! ! fihqg<Gg<!gQope<X!fuqz!ziGl<< < Q < << < Q < << < Q < <”/!
. sq/l/S/)h/w{<;249<< << << <,24:?251*!









! ! ! ! ! ! )lVk<Ku!keqh<himz<*!





uikOvigr<gtqe<!-Vh<hqml<;< < < << < < << < < < !
  ‘w{<hK!uikliG!lqVujgh<!hGk<Kg<gi{qz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!! Fe<HX!njvg<GOlOz!fix<hK!uikliGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! h{<HOs!vjvg<Gg<gQOp!hk<Kfie<!giVole<X< < < Q < < << < < Q < < << < < Q < < < !
!!! u{<MOsi<!GpzqeiOt"!uikk<kqe<!%XkiOe/!)98*< < < << < < << < < < !




uikh<!hqk<k!sqOzx<he!< < << < << < < -Vh<hqml<;< << << < !
!! nxquie!df<kqbqOz!uikliGl<< << << <!
!! ! nmr<gOu!hqk<kl<!lii<hkeqz<!fqx<Gl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!! Lxquie!g{<mk<kqe<!OlOz!lm<Ml<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!! uiklieK! -Mh<Hg<Gg<! gQPl<?! hqk<kl<! ubqx<Xh<! hGkqbqZl<?! sqOzx<hel<!
sqvsqZl<! fqx<Gl<! we<X! sqk<ki<gt<! %xqBt<tkig! lVk<Ku! Ouk! F~x<gtqz<!
Gxqh<hqmh<hm<Mt<tK/!
!! uikl<!lzk<kqz<! OsVl<?< < < << < < << < < < ! hqk<kl<! fQiqz<! OsVl</! sqOzx<hel<!uqf<kqz<! OsVl</!
-f<k!&e<xqe<!ke<jljb!ujgbib<!hii<k<kxqf<K!ogit<tUl</!
uik!Ofib<!d{<mig!giv{l<;< < << < << < < !
!! oub<bqzqz<!fmg<jg!biZl<!lqgk<k{<{Qi<!Gcg<jg!biZl<< < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < Q < < << < < < < < Q < < <!
!! osb<bqjp!lgtq!Ejts<!Osi<f<kE!huqg<jg!biZl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! jhbOu!d{<jg!biZl<!higx<gib<!kqe<jg!biZl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! jkbOz!uik!OvigR<!seqg<Gole<!xxqf<K!ogit<Ot/< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!Okjvbv<!uigml<< << << <!
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ohiVt<;! oub<bqzqz<! fmk<kziZl<?! k{<{Qi<! lqGkqbig! nVf<kziZl<?!
lr<jgbi<! Ohigk<kiZl<?! ofMOfvl<! d{uVf<kziZl<?! higx<gijb! lqGkqbig!
d{<hkiZl<!uikOfib<!)uiks<!Svl<*!Okie<Xl</!
“we<eOu!uikl<ki!oe{<h!kiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! -gk<kqOz!leqki<gTg<!ogb<B!liX< < < << < < << < < < !
hqe<eOu!<<< oh{<kjeOb!OsivR<!osb<K< < << < << < < !
! ohiqObii<gt<!hqvil{jvk<!K~< < << < << < < ]!{qk<Kl<< << << <…/”(243) 
 uikk<kqe<! ujg! w{<hkiGl</! nK! d{<miGl<! upqjb! Ogm<hibig?!
ohie<je! kqVcbui<gTg<Gl<?! nf<k{i<gjt!K~]qk<kui<gTg<Gl<?! squosik<jk!
kqVcbui<gTg<Gl<?! kib<?! kf<jk?! GVju! lxf<kui<gTg<Gl<?! fz<z! F~z<gjt!
hpqh<hui<gTg<Gl<!uikOfib<gt<!d{<miGl</!
! kioee<x!gsh<OhiM!Kui<h<H!jxh<H< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! sikglib<!lqR<SgqZR<!sjlk<k!u{<{l<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
! Noee<x!uixqeK!ohisqk<k!ziZl<< < << < << < <!
! ! Ngibk<!OkxzK!Gck<k!ziZl<< < << < << < <!
! hiote<x!hgZxg<g!lqvi!uqpqh<H< < << < << < < !
! ! hm<ceqOb!lqgUXkz<!hiv!olb<kz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! Okoee<x!olipqbii<!Olx<sqf<!jkbikz<!< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! ! sQg<gqvlib<!uiklK!oseqg<Gf<!kiOe/)355*Q < < < <Q < < < <Q < < < < !
ohiVt<<<<;! gsh<H?! Kui<h<H?! djxh<H! )givl<*! Ngqb! Sjugjt! nkqglig!
d{<hkiZl<?! lqgUl<! Nxqb! d{ju! d{<hkiZl<?! ljpfQjvg<! Gch<hkiZl<?!
hgzqz<! dxr<gq! -vuqz<! uqpqk<kqVh<hkiZl<?! lqgUl<! hm<ceqbqVh<hkiZl<! nkqg!










uikl<!<<< ke<etU!lqGf<K!gi{qz<< < << < << < < 
)As Proposed in different siddha classical literatures) 
uikg<%X;<<<  
!! uikg<%xqeiz<! uiBuqeiz<! Okgolz<zir<Gk<Kl<! giz<! jg! sf<K!
ohiVk<Kg<gt<! djtBl<! giz<jgobiV! hg<gk<kqz<! Lmr<Gl</! Gtqi<f<kiz<!
fqlqvouim<miK!kqlqV{<miGl</!dmz<!ohiVLl<!Gmz<!Hvm<Ml</!ne<eR<!SVr<Gl<!
ubqX! lf<kqg<Gl<?! ohiVLl<?! lzszr<gm<Ml</!nhieR<! SVr<Gl</! fiU! Htqg<Gl</!
kiK!f]<mliGl</!gpqs<sZ{<miGl</!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!nEOhig!juk<kqb!hqvl<l!vgsqbl<< < << < << < <!
uikl<!wPl<!uqkl<;!< < << < << < < !
! -vk<kk<Kme<!Ki<fQi<! Osi<f<K!-vk<kl<! ogMgqxK/! ogm<m!-vk<kl<! fvl<hqe<!
upqbig! YMukiz<! fvl<Hgt<! hzuQeligq! OgM! njmgqe<xe/! -keiz<! fvl<Hk<!
kti<s<sq!Wx<hMgqxK/!fvl<hqe<!upqbig!Ki<fQi<!kjsbqz<!Dxq!uVgqxK/!-keiz<!
kjsbqz<! uib<U! ohVgquqMgqxK/! kjsbqe<! upqbig! uib<U! dmz<! LPuKl<!
hvuq!uqMgqxK/!nu<uiX!hvuq!uVl<!uib<U!Oukje!kVgqxK/!dmz<!Oukje!
kVukiz<! hikqg<gh<hMl<! nr<gk<jk! Olx<Ogitig! juk<K! uikOfib<! we!
ohbiqm<M!njpg<gh<!hMgqxK/!
!.!!!!uikOfib<!lVk<Kul<!< < << < << < < h/w{<;5<<< !
uikl<!WP!kiKg<gjt!hx<xqeiz<!wPl<!-e<ez<gt<;< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < < !
! uikOfib<! Okijzh<! hx<xqeiz<! yVuqk! uqXuqXh<hie! S,M! Gtqi<s<sq!
gi[l</!ouch<HgTme<!d{i<U!Ge<xq?!-OzsigUl<?!gVjl!fqxligUl<!Gk<Kl</!
nge<X!uqvquK!Ohie<x!Ke<hLl<!kVl</!
! GVkqjbh<! hx<xqeiz<! Spx<sqBl<?! OfiUl<!%c!dmz<! gXk<K!-jtg<Gl</!
d{i<uqe<jl?!lbg<gl<?!nOvisgl<;!ohiVlz<;!yVuqk!uqjvh<H?!uqv{l<!gi[l</!
! lilqsl<?! ogiPh<hqz<! hx<xqeiz<! dmz<! ux{<M?! nchm<mKOhiz<! Gk<kq!
uzqg<Gl</!Osii<U?!gqvf<kq?!kjz!Sx<xz<!gi[l</!
! ls<js! wZl<hqz<! hx<xqeiz<! okijm?! sf<K! OfiGl</! wZl<Hg<! g[g<gtqz<!
gMl<! OukjeBme<! kjs! -j{h<H! ue<jl! Ge<xq! Oukje! gi[l</!
K~g<glqe<jl?!dmz<!OfiU?!olzqU!gi[l</!
! Sg<gqzk<kqz<! hx<xqeiz<! uqf<K! wtqkqz<! outqh<hMl</! nz<zK! Lx<xqZl<!
uvilz<! gm<Mh<hMl</! uqf<K! fisLx<X?! fvl<Hgt<! Osii<f<K! hzuQeLme<! dmz<!
ouTg<Gl</!
! dmz<! LPuKl<! hx<xqeiz<! kqlqi<?! kqeU?! Gk<kz<?! Gjms<sz<?! Kch<H?!




! Gmz<! -jvh<jhbqz<! hx<xqeiz<! lzfQIg<gm<M?! uqjv! uiB?! &zl<?!
hg<gS,jz?! Ge<ll<?! ubqX?! uqzi?! -Vkbl<?! fisqbqz<! gMl<! uzq;! dmz<! wiqU?!
uxm<sq?! -Vlz<?! ohV&s<S?! oki{<jm! uxm<sq?! Gmzqjvf<K! Ohkq?! jg?! giz<?!
-Mh<Hg<Gjms<sz<!Lkzqbe!gi[l</!




dmzqe<! uik!njlh<H! okih<hqt<! Lkz<! hikl<! ujvbqz<! OlOzir<gq! -Vg<Gl</!
nOk! likqiq! -f<k! -mr<gtqz<! fic! uikikqg<g! ficbig! -Vg<gqxK/! gijz! 7!
l{qbqzqVf<K! gijz! 21! l{qujv! uikikqg<g! gizliGl</uik! Ofibitqg<G!< < < << < < << < < <
ouh<h!gizk<kqz<!lVf<K!ogiMg<g!Ofib<!G{liGl</< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
!!!!!!!!.!!!uikOfib<!lVk<Kul<!< < << < << < < h/w{<;22<<< !
uikl<!lQxqeiz<!Wx<hMl<!GxqG{r<gt<;< Q < < < < << Q < < < < << Q < < < < < !
2/!! nxqf<Khii<!uikOl!k{qk<Kkieiz<< < < << < < << < < <!
ne<el<Ohiz<!fmg<Glh<hi!fichiV!< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
siqf<kqmOu!giz<Lmg<Gl<!OhiKg<gim<Ml<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!! ! kiqbiK!ne<ek<jk!B{<o{im<miK< < < << < < << < < < !
!! wiqbiKkigL{<mil<!sf<fqbiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! ! =biKsque<hi<ul<!nR<sOu{<mil<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! Gxqbig!fiotm<cz<!G{LliGl<< < << < << < <!
!! ! %%oue<xjzbiok!Gxqk<Kh<hiOv< < << < << < < ’’!
. hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl</< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <  Pg.no:20 
 
 2.  “uikuQX!ne<e!lqxr<giK!gMh<H{<mil<!u{<{L{<mil<Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < < 
!! OliK!gm<MOvigl<!SvL{<mi!lqVlZli!Lxr<gi!oke<Xl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! ZK!$vqb!uikleziG!fMg<gL{<mil<!ohiVt<gtib<k<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! kQokeOu!fvl<hqsqk<K!sf<Kgt<!OkiXr<!gMg<Gf<!kqeLf<!kiOeQ < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < < ’’/!
! uik!uQXt<tOhiK!d{U!osz<ziK?!dmzqz<!uzq!d{<miGl<?!dmzqz<!








3.  “sf<kqv!uikLml<H!Gtqi<f<!okPf<Ok!fMg<gR<!sQkuib<uil<< < < < < < < Q < << < < < < < < Q < << < < < < < < Q < <!
!! Lf<kqb!<<< Gk<kqsquiR<!sf<Kgt<!OkiXr<!Gjmf<K!olitqgt<!uQr<Gl<< < < < < < < Q < << < < < < < < Q < << < < < < < < Q < <!
!! Wf<kqb!okif<k!uikl<!fvl<Hgotz<zi!lqsqk<K!uzl<!uqmiK< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
!! nf<K!nu<ouiV!uikl<!uQg<gL{<mi!Lmzqx<xqlq!V{<miOl< < < Q < < < << < < Q < < < << < < Q < < < < ”/!
!
4.  gi{h<hi!uiklQxqz<!giz<jggt<!ohXk<KOfiUl<< Q < < < < << Q < < < < << Q < < < < <!
H,{h<hi!Gmz<Hvm<Ml<!lzszl<!ohiVlqg<gm<Ml<< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < <!
!! D{h<hi!<<< GtqVr<!gib<s<sz< < << < << < < <!dml<ohz<zil<!Gk<Kuib<U< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!! ! uQ{h<hi!GklqXg<Gl<!uqbv<juBl<!Oui<g<Gl<!kiOeQ < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < <Q < < < < < < < < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!ngk<kqbv<!< << << < juk<kqb<<< !giuqbl<!2611?<<< !h/w{<;235<<< !
!
6/!!!!nr<jgjb!Lxqk<K!ofm<c!njmBme<!OlOz!uir<gq< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! osr<jgbix!hqck<K!fic!kqmLmEjvg<g!OgTl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! Lr<jgbqz<!uikfic!< << << < LVgqOb!ObiMligqz<<<<!
!! lr<jgOb!lzk<jkg<gm<M!ole<X!fQ!osh<hqmiOb/< < < < < Q << < < < < Q << < < < < Q < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!.hkqOeiviuK!ls<sLeqfic?!hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)h/w{<;341*<<< !
6.        ‘kg<g!uiB!Ogihqk<kiz<!sf<K!Ujtf<K?kjzOfiU< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! lqg<g!&iq!ogim<miuq!uqm<mr<!ogiqB!lzr<gm<Ml<!< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
!! yg<g!fvl<H!kie<Lmr<G!Lzi<f<K!uib<fQ< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q< < < < < < < Q!
!! lqg<g!GtqVl<!fMg<gLlil<!Olz<!'xquVl<!Ge<xq!uVf<kiOe< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < < ’ 
.     Okjvbi<!G{uigml<< << << <!
! uiBuqe<! hqvOgihk<kiz<! weH!Lm<cgt<! Ofig<giMl<?!kjzuzqBl!lqgUl<!
uzqf<k! ogim<miuqgTl<! d{<miGl</! lzl<! gm<Mh<hMl<?! fvl<Hgt<! ke<! -bz<H!
lixq! Lmg<gZl<?! uvtZl<! d{<miGl</! uib<! fQv<Svg<Gl<! lqg<g! GtqV{<miGl</!
fMg<gL{<miGl<?!dmzqe<!ntU!-jtg<Gl</!
!
8/!! giz<jgBzi<f<K!kqlqV{<mil<!g{<[f<K~r<gqs<!Osih< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < qk<Kg<< << << <!
!! OgizR<osvqB!lr<golz<zif<!Gkqk<Ks<!sx<Ox!ger<ogi{<M< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < !
!! sQzlqGf<K!sQi<gi{s<!sqXfQv<!ux<xq!LMGole<eQ < Q < < Q < < <Q < Q < < Q < < <Q < Q < < Q < < < !
!! uizk<kmr<g{<!liejebib<"!liOk"!uikOviglqOk/!)4*< < < << < < << < < < !
. ngk<kqbi<!-v{<mibqvl<)h/w{<;!2:3*!





8.   “OluqbuikR<!osb<Br<G{f<kje!uqtl<hg<Ogtib<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!! kiuqObubqXlf<kR<!sf<Kgt<!ohiVf<K!OfiuiR<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!! sQuqbkiKfisR<!osXk<Kme<!sqXfQi<uQPr<Q < < < Q < Q <Q < < < Q < Q <Q < < < Q < Q <!
!! giuqbr<g{<{qeiOt!lzlKgVgquQPl<< < Q << < Q << < Q <”.!)247*!
! !dmzqz<! uikg<Gx<xl<! nkqgvqh<hqe<! d{<miGl<! GxqG{r<gjt!
Ogm<hibig/! ubqXlf<kliGl<! &m<MgTl<?! ohiVk<Kg<gTl<! uzqobMg<Gl<!
kiKfm<mliGl</!sqXfQi<!Gjxf<KuqPl<?!lzl<!gVgq!uQPl</!
!
:/! “uikOlgkqk<k!OhiK!uiBOlozPf<K!lQTR<< < Q << < Q << < Q <!
!! $klibqVlz<uf<K!okimv<f<kqMR<!se<equikl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!! OhkOlosb<gqe<xib<fQ!ohVubqxie!Oki< < < Q< < < Q< < < Q ]l<<<<!
!! OhikOluVuoke<X!ohiV<<< f<kOuLeq!osie<eiOv/)263*<< < << < << < <!
.ngk<kqbi<!NBt<Oukl<< < < << < < << < < <.!2311)h/w{<;45*<<< !
! dmzqz<!uikg<Gx<xl<!nkqgiqg<Gl<!ohiPK!uiB!OlOz!wPl<!lQ{<MuqMl</!
-Vlz<! uVl<! njkk<okimi<f<K! sf<fq?! uikl<?! Ngqbe!d{<miGl</! ohVubqX!
Okie<Xl<!we<X!Lequi<gt<!%xqeii<gt</!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
11.  “olb<Ob!<<< fMg<Gf<!kjzuzqg<G< < << < << < < !
!! ! OleqouTXr<!g{<_r<Gl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! ohib<ObKbvr<!gqXgqXg<Gl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! ! OhiOkfbe!olb<ofxqBr<< << << <!
!! jggiz<!kqlqi<k<K!Uzi<k<kq!juk<Kg<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
!! ! g{<[&g<GR<!se<eqgm<M< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! jgbiolb<B!lqgUtuil<< << << <!
!! ! uikOvigg<!G{lKOu/!)28:*<<< !
! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl<)< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < h/w{<;73?74*<<< !
!!!!!!olb<! fMr<Gl<?! kjz! uzqg<Gl?<! Oleq! ouTg<Gl<?! g{<gt<! K~r<Gl</!
dbvl<! ose<xilz<! gqXgqXg<Gl</! uqpqgt<! okxqk<K! uzqg<Gl</! jg?! giz<!
kqlqi<g<Gl<! dmz<! dzVl<?! g{<! Ngq! kl<! ke<jlgjt! -pg<Gl<?! dmz<!
djtBl</!-k<kjgb!G{r<gt<!-Vh<hqe<!nK!uik!Ovig!G{liGl</!
!
12.!  “nxqbkql<!&e<xqeK!N{<jl!osie<eii<!ff<kq< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!! Wxqb!fzquikl<!wxqg<Gl<!G{rqOgT!< < << < << < < !
!! Gxqobeg<!jg!giz<!Gjts<S!uqzis<!sf<K< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! Hxqobe!ofif<Kmz<!hs<jsh<H{<!NGOl/< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! H{<{ib<!uzqg<Gl<!ohiVLr<!GmOzic< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
21 
 
!! k{<{i!lzk<jkk<!kl<hqg<Gl<!Ohig<giK< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
!! y{<{ie!Nsel<!dxOu!SVg<gqMl< < << < << < < << <<!
!! h{<{ii<!Gtqi<sQkl<!hVk<kqMl<!uikOl< < < Q < < << < < Q < < << < < Q < < < ”/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl< < < < << < < < << < < < < <!)h/w{<;!87*!
!! &e<X! ujgbie! Oki]k<kqe<! G{r<gjth<hx<xq! ! ff<kqbieui<!
osie<eii/nkqz<!Lke<jlbie!uikk<kqe<!G{r<gjts<!osiz<gqOxe<!Ogt</!jg?!
giz<?! uqzih<Hxl<! Ohie<x! -mr<gt<! ofif<K! Gjms<sZl<?! H{<[l<! d{<mieK!




uik!uqbikqgtqe<!uqhvl<;< << << < !
  ‘uiqk<k<<< qM!uikhqk<k!sqOzk<Kluqbikq!&e<xqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! ! uVk<kqMR<!sqzOki< << << < ]k<kiz<!ue<jl!Le<< < < << < < << < < <!
!! Ejvk<kqM!lQOvp<F~Ox!ke<eqoz{<hk<kqov{<M< Q < < < < << Q < < < < << Q < < < < < !
!! ! gMk<kqeiz<!uikg<%xqe<!Ofiobeg<!gVkziOl!)6*< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)n/3111!higl<!<<< .2?3<!<<< .h/w{<;56*<<< !
!! uikk<kqeiz<!lik<kqvOl!d{<miGl<!uqbikqgt<!2593!NGl</!
uikOfib<!ujggt<;!< << << < !




















uikficg<!G{l<< << << <!
fic!fjmgt<;<<< !
 1.  “ujgbie!uikk<kqe<!fjmObke<eqz<< < < << < < << < < <!
lbqOzi{ie<!Ogipqbe<elKOu!biGl<< < << < << < <!
!! fjgbie!hqk<klmi!Njl!nm<jm< << << < !
fz<z!Hxi!Ohii<s<siuz<!fichiV< < < << < < << < < < …//”!




3/!! fim<ceii<!uikk<kiozPf<k!Ovigl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!! ! fzLjmb!uikoliM!uib<U!Ge<ll<< < << < << < <!
!! %m<ceii<!dkvk<kq!z{<m!uib<U< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!! ! Gmz<uikl<!smzuikl<!ogiTk<Kg<!Gk<K< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!! gim<ceii<!uq< << << < ]g<gcgt<!gqVlq!'m<js< < << < << < < !
!! ! gikjmh<H!Hx<X!ujg!gqvi{q!Oki< << << < ]l<<<<!
&m<ceii<!ogi<h<hk<jkg<!ogMk<k!uibu< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
!! ! olipqf<kujg!bxqf<kuOe!ubqk<kqEg<!ogih<hiOv/< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
ohiVt<!<<< .!
!! uikk<kiz<?! uib<U?! Ge<ll<?! n{<m! uib<U?! Gmz<! uikl<?! smz! uikl<?!
ogiTk<Kg<!Gk<K?!uq]g<!gcgt<?!gqVlq?'m<js?!gikjmh<H?!Hx<Xujg?!gqvi{q!
Oki]l<?! gi<h<hk<jkg<! ogMk<k! uib<U! Ohie<x! Ofib<gt<! wPl</! -kje! fe<G!
nxqf<kuOe!juk<kqbe<!we<X!osiz<zk<!kGkqBjmbue</!
!
4/! Yr<gqOb! uiklQxqce<! uib<ui! &o{zir<! Gk<kqOb! giz<jg! uQr<gqOb!< Q < < < < < Q << Q < < < < < Q << Q < < < < < Q <
bgf<Okii<!< << << < hg<glib<! Lmr<G! ole<XOl! Ujtk<kqMr<! Gtqbii</! Okr<gqOb!< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < <
fqlqvouim<miK! kqlqvib<s<Os! Vmz<Hxm<c! B,{<! ohiVLl<?! Wr<gqOb! be<eR<!< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <





uikk<kqe<!gizl<;< < << < << < <  
2/!uikl<!ui<k<kqg<Gr<!gizl<;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
  “uikui<k<!kjegiz!OlOki!oue<eqz<!< < < << < < << < < < !
! lVUgqe<x!<<< ui{qgi<g<!gmg!liGl<< < << < << < <!
!! Nkjuh<!hsqObiM!gii<k<kq!ke<eqz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! nmV!Ollx<xli!kr<gt<!ke<eqz<< < < < << < < < << < < < <…/” 
!! ! ! ! .!B,gq!Lequv<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!911?)h/w{<;:4*/<<< !
!! uikOfib<gt<!nkqgliGl<!gizk<kqjeg<!Ogm<hibig/!gmg!visq!gizk<kqz<!
Jh<hsq?! gii<k<kqjg! likr<gtqz<! nkqgliGl</! lx<x! likr<gtqz<! nke<! kQuqvl<!
Gjxf<K! gi{h<hMl</! nke<! okipqz<! g{<gjtk<! kqxk<kZl<! &mZl<?!
jggiz<gjt!njsk<kZl<?!fQm<mZl<!lmg<gZl<!NGl</!
 








dmzqz<!uik!<<< –!hqk<kl<!< << << < .!sqOzx<hel<!fqzUl<!gizr<gt<;< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
  “Rizlil<!smzl<!ke<eqz<!fb<bOu< < < < << < < < << < < < < …” 
djv;!
! leqk! dmzqz<! uik! hqk<kl<! sqOzx<hel<! fqzUl<! gizk<jks<!
osiz<ZgqOxe</! ohiKuig! leqk! dmzqz<! gijzbqz<! uikLl<?! f{<hgz<!
hqk<kLl<?!lijzbqz<!sqOzx<heLl<!fqzUl</!
! uiklieK! -Mh<Hg<Gg<! gQPl<?! hqk<kl<! ubqx<Xh<! hGkqbqZl<?! sqOzx<hel<!
sqvsqZl<! fqx<Gl<! we<X! sqk<ki<gt<! %xqBt<tkig! lVk<Ku! Ouk! F~x<gtqz<!
Gxqh<hqmh<hm<Mt<tK/!
!
Oki]r<gt<!nkqgiqg<Gl<!likr<gt< < < < << < < < << < < < < <;!
“lii<gpq!Lkz<!fie<G!likLl<!uikliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
Ohiliq!Lkz<!fie<G!likLl<!hqk<kliGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <….” 





! Nu{q?! Hvm<misq?! Jh<hsq?! gii<k<kqjg! –! ghl<! uqVk<kq! NGl<!
likr<gtiGl<!
fqzr<gTl<!Oki< << << < ]r<gTl<;< << << < !
“GxqR<sqfqzOl!uiklir<!%Xl<!hijz!hqk<klir<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
osxqf<k!lVkR<!sqOzk<llkiR<< < < << < < << < < <……/” 
                                 -!.hkqo{e<sqk<ki<gt<!ficsi^<kqvl< < < < << < < < << < < < < <!)h/w{<;!224*!
!
GxqR<sq!fqzl<!< << << < ! .!uikk<jk!nkqgiqg<gs<!osb<Bl<!
hijz!fqzl<!<<< ! .!hqk<k!OksliGl<!
lVk!fqzl<!!<<< ! .!ghk<jk!nkqgiqg<gs<!osb<Bl<!OksliGl<!
Lz<jz!fqzl<!< << << < ! .!ghk<jkBl<!uikk<jkBl<!nkqgiqg<gs<!osb<Bl<!
ofb<kz<!fqzl<!< < << < << < < ! .!uik!hqk<kl<!-jugjt!nkqgiqg<Gl</!
! nf<kf<k!hqvOksr<gTg<G!kg<guiX!lVf<Kgt<!ogiMg<gUl</!
!
fie<G!uqk!hiqgivr<gt<;< < << < << < < !
kQVgqe<x!uikhqk<kl!sqOzx<he!&e<Xl<Q < < < < <Q < < < < <Q < < < < <!
!sQxqOb!Okglkqz<!sqkxqx<xieiz<Q < < <Q < < <Q < < <!
OfVgqe<x!fie<Guqk!hiqgivk<kiz<< < < << < < << < < <!
!fqx<Gl<!kqeLjx!bkje!fqgpk<kg<!OgT< < < << < < << < < < !
uiVgqe<x!Ohkqbqeiz<!kiPl<!uikl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!uif<kq!osb<b!hqk<k!ui<k<kje!kie<liXl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
NXgqe<x!fsqbk<kiz<!nb<bf<kiPl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!nR<sek<kiz<!g{<o{itq!d{<miGf<kiOe/< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!.ki[uqe<!sr<gqv!sqf<kil{q!< < << < << < < )h/w{<;!32?33*!
ohiVt<;!<<< !
!!!!!!uik! –! hqk<kl<! .! sqOzx<hel<! &e<Xl<?! sQxqOb! sqkxq! dmzqz<! fqe<xiz<!
fie<G!uqkh<!hiqgivk<kiz<!sif<kq!njmBl</!
! uiklieK!Ohkq!Nuke<!&zl<! k{qBl< << << < </! hqk<klieK!uif<kq! osb<ukqe<!
&zl<! fQr<Gl</! sqOzx<hel<! fsqbk<kiz<!njlkqBXl</!jl! H,Sukiz<! g{<o{izq!
d{<miGl</!
“oktqf<kqmOu!&uVm!Ogihf<kQv< < Q< < Q< < Q !
!osb<uqje!fir<Gjvk<keqz<!uif<kqOhk< < < < << < < < << < < < < q!
-pqf<kqm<m!fsqbl<!nR<seOlii<!fie<Gl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <…/” 
 ohiVt<!;!&uVjmb!OgihLl<!kQv!osb<!higlig!%xqbjkg<!Ogm<Ci<gt<!




uif<kq! osb<kiz<?! hqk<kl<! &e<X! fim<gtqz<! slfqjzbjmBl<?Ohkqg<G<<< ! lVf<K!
ogiMg<g! -Vlikr<gtqz<! uikl<! slfqjzBXl<;! fsqbl<! osb<b?! &e<X!
likk<kqZl<?!nR<sel<!osb<b!&e<X!fit<gtqZl<!sqOzx<hel<!slfqjzbjmBl</!!
                   “sQxq!fqx<Gl<!uikl<!Ohkqbqeiz<!slfqjzBXl<Q < < < < <Q < < < < <Q < < < < <.” 
- uik!Ofib<!lVk<Kul</!)h/w{</36:* 




! uikl<! Ohkqbqz<! yMr<Gl</! Ohkqg<G! kVukiz<! uikk<kqe<! Nkqg<gl<!< < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < < <
GjxBl</<<< !
- uik!Ofib<!lVk<Kul</!)h/w{</36:*!!
According to ‘hqvl<lvgsqbl<<< ’ <;< << !
NOvig<gqb!hqvsl<js!Ofib<!ne<xqbqVg<g;!
! sa\lib<!uV]k<kqx<gqv{<M!uqjs!uif<kqg<Gl<?!&e<X!uqjs!Ohkqg<Gl<?!
fie<uqjs! nR<seLl<?! osb<Kogit<t! Ou{<cbK! Okgk<kqeqOm! kk<Kur<gjt!
nxqf<K!Bg<kiEsivlib<!ule!uqOviser<gjt!nVf<k!Ou{<cbK/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)h/w{<;!27:*!
According to hkii<k<kG{!sqf<kil{q!&zLl<!djvBl<;< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
Ok.!gizOhkuqOvisel<;<<< !
“GcfQi<gx<!gf<kbqzr<!Ogijmg<gil<OhkqQ < < < < < <Q < < < < < <Q < < < < < < !
gMliiq!&Mheqr<!gizr<!< << << < .!ogMljugt<<<<!
Osihqg<G!olg<gtqg<GR<!$kLh<hqx<!Gl<Ohkq< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
Osihqg<G!olg<giZR< << << < <!osiz<< << << <”/!)2399*!
! g]ibl<!njvk<k!lVf<K!–Nl{g<G  w{<o{b<! .!we<El<! .-l<&e<xqz<!
ye<X!Ogijmg<gizk<kqz<!Ohkqg<Gg<!.!ogiMg<gk<!kg<g!lVf<kil</!













OhkqBl<?! yV! likk<Kg<G! yVLjx! fsqbLl<?! &e<X! fim<gTg<G! yV! Ljx!
nR<seLl<!osb<b!dk<kll</!
!!!!!Nl{g<G! ofb<! nz<zK! nK! sl<hf<klie! Ohkq! lVf<Kgjt!
Ogijmg<gizk<kqz<! kie<! hbe<hMk<Kkz<! Ou{<Ml</! ljp! heqg<gizr<gtqz<!
upr<Gkz<! fz<zkz<z/! nh<hc! Gtqi<! gizr<gtqz<! uqOvse! lVf<K!
upr<gOu{<Mlibqe<!uitl<!Osi<f<k!Ohkq!lVf<jk!upr<gzil</!
! yV! uV]k<kqx<G! -VLjx! ule! lVf<jkBl<?! &e<X! Ljx! uqOvse!
lVf<jkBl<?! fie<G!Ljx! fsqb! lVf<jkBl<?!NX!Ljx!nR<se!lVf<jkBl<!
dhObigqk<kz<!fe<X/!
- &zqjg!juk<kqbl<!)h/w{<;!58?59*!
Ohkq!djx!ogit<tk<!kGl<?!kgig<!gizr<gt<;< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !







&zqjgh<ohic! )nz<zK*! g]ibl<! &zl<! Ohkq! d{<mig<Gl<! sqgqs<js!
LjxbiGl</! -ke<! &zl<! ubqx<xqZt<t! gpqUh<! ohiVm<gt<! Lx<xqZl<!
outqObx<xh<!hMgqe<xe/!-f<k!sqgqs<js!uik?!hqk<k!Ofib<gTg<G!dgf<kK/!
n*!w{<o{b<!&zl<!osb<Bl<!uqOvsel<;!




N*!ohicbqeiz<!osb<bh<hMl<!uqOvsel<;< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! fqziujvh<!ohic?!kqiqhzi!ohic!)n*!nuQhk<kq!ohicbqeiz<!osb<bh<hMl<!























! ! ! jgg{<m!nEOhig!juk<kqbh<!ohVr<Gxt</)!h/w{<;86.8:*!
!
MEDICINE USED IN THIS STUDY FOR PURGATION THERAPY 
ngk<kqbi<!Gpl<H< < << < << < < !
 ohVr<gibl<?!gMG?!-f<Kh<H?!-vsl<?!our<givl<?!fihq?!lOeisqjz?!Yll<?!
niqkivl<?!gVR<sQvgl<!ujgg<G!2!gpR<S;!uitl<!21!gpR<S;!-jugjt!
Ljxh<hc! Sk<kqk<K?! uitl<! fQr<gzig! lx<xjugjt! keqk<keqOb!
ohick<K?! ye<X! %m<c! njvk<Kg<! gz<uk<kqz<! yV! hg<gligs<! Osi<k<K!
juk<K?! uitk<kqz<! hikqjbh<! hs<jsbigUl<! )Sk<kqk<K*?! hikqjb!
Nl{g<G! ofb<bqz<! uXk<Kl<! gz<uk<kqz<! jlOhiz<! njvk<Kl<?!
K~t<gjts<!sqxqK!sqxqkigs<!Osi<k<K!fe<xig!njvk<K!jlOhiz<!osb<K!
ogit<tUl</! )-l<lVf<jk! njvh<hue<! OliVR<! OsiXl<! d{<M?! dmz<!
LPjlBl<!Okr<gib<!w{<o{jbh<!H,sqg<ogi{<Om!njvg<g!Ou{<Ml</*!
 Ge<xql{qbtuigs<! Svk<kqx<Gs<! Sg<Gg<gx<gk<kqZl<! -VlZg<Gg<!




ouh<Hh<! hiju?! fQvil<hz<?! Osijg! -jugm<G! lqtGk<K~t<?! out<jt!
our<gibs<! six<xqZl<?! se<equikk<kqx<G! Oke<! -R<sqsix<xqZl</!
se<equikl<?! uq]r<gm<G! g{<jlbig! ½  gMgtuqm! fQr<Gl<! ; 
gx<xipR<OsiX! kbqi<k<oktqU! sf<kel<! -ju! gjts<! Osi<k<K! njvk<K!
juk<Kg<!gm<m!uQg<gl<!uir<Gl<?!se<eq!kQVl<;!
 hqtju?!okijmuijp?!njvbih<Hs<!sqzf<kq?!Ljzs<!sqzf<kq!-jugm<G!
dlqp<fQiqz<! gzf<K! H,sk<! kQVl</! Ge<lk<kqx<Gg<! Gl<lm<cs<! six<xqZl<?!
uib<Ug<Gs<! Sg<Gk<K~t<! ofis<sqs<! six<xqZl<?! ghizuzq! jhsisl<!
-jugm<G! ngk<kqbi<! Gpl<jh! K{qk<K{<cz<! kmuqk<! kqiqbigk<!
kqiqk<Kg<! ogiTk<kq! wPl<Hl<! Hjgjbh<! hqcg<gk<! kQVl</! fQi<s<! osxqh<H?!
gz<zjmh<H?! gqvf<kq?! hxr<gqh<H{<! -jugm<Gs<! sr<gr<Gh<hqs<! six<xqZl<?!
uq]g<gcgm<G! Hjg! hqcg<gUl<! kQVl</! 24! ujg! se<eqgm<G! ogicOuzq!
Oui<h<hm<jm?! gpx<ogic! Oui<h<hm<jm?! LSLSg<jg?! ofis<sq! -jugt<!
Osi<f<k!GcfQiqZl<!ogiMg<gk<!kQVl</!
! hk<kqbl<! .! Nuqe<! ofb<?! LVr<jgh<hqR<S?! uijph<hqR<S?!
fivk<kr<gib<?K~Kujt!-jugt<!NGl</!lzg<gm<cx<G!nvsr<ogiPf<jkh<!
hSl<hiz<uqm<M! njvk<k! gx<gk<kqz<?! ngk<kqbi<! Gpl<jh! &e<X! fit<!
gijzbqz<! ogiMg<g! lzMkQVl</! S,kguib<U?! gi<h<h! uikl<! -jugm<G!
fiux<! hm<jmjb! out<tim<Mh<hiz<! uqm<M! -ck<K! hqpqf<k! six<xqz<?!
sQvgh<ohic! Osi<k<K?!ngk<kqbi<!Gpl<Hg<G!nEhieqk<K! ogiMg<gk<! kQVl</!
S,kguib<U?! kqvm<squzq! -jugm<G! lqtGl<! Sg<Gl<! Osi<f<k! ohicbqZl<?!
hqvlqbl<?!Osigl<!-jugm<Gg<!gx<g{<cZl<!ogiMg<gk<!kQVl</!
! Gxqh<H<<< .!g{<{qzqmziole<X!F~zqz<!%xqbqVh<hqEl<?!gujeligOu!
hbe<hMk<k! Ou{<Ml</! -l<lVf<K! lqg<g! Ohkqjb!d{<mig<Glijgbqeiz<!
-g<giz! lg<gt<! dmz<ue<jlg<Gk<! kg<guiX! ntjug<Gjxk<Kg<!
ogiMk<kOz!fzl</!
!! nkqgh<! Ohkqbieiz<! sQvgl<?! Htq! nz<zK! wZlqs<sl<hpl<!< < Q < < < < << < Q < < < < << < Q < < < < <
-jugtqe<! GcfQi<?!< Q << Q << Q < Olii<! sikl<?! usl<H! Sm<mgiq?! -jugjth<!< < < < << < < < << < < < <
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2/!GcfQi<!osb<ukx<giGl<!lVf<Kgt<;Q < < < < < <Q < < < < < <Q < < < < < < !
!! squjk?! Ovi\i! olim<M! )he<eQi<! H,*?! gMg<gib<k<! Okiz<?! Osil<H?! S,vk<K!
fqzuijv?! gMG! Ovig{q?! svg<ogie<jxh<! Htq/! sQjl! silf<kqh<H,?! ogim<jmk<!
kqvim<jsh<!hpl<?!dzi<f<k!nk<kqh<hpl<!Lkzqbe/!
!! -ux<Xt<! Ofibqei<! ubkqx<Gl<! ue<jlg<Gl<! kg<guiX! ohiVt<gjtBl<!
ntjuBl<!uGk<Kg!GcfQi<!osb<K!ogiMg<gzil</!
!








! out<jtg<! gig<gm<mie<! Ouiqe<! dm<hm<jmjb! hpvsl<! uqm<M! njvk<K?!




4/!w{<o{b<gt<;< < << < << < < !
2* out<ot{<o{b<!.!H,vl<?!sqx<xil{g<og{<o{b<!
3* uikfisk<jkzl<!.!uikfivb{!-jz!vsl<?!sqx<xil{g<G!ofb<?!H,vl</!





out<tXG! vsl<?! hpvsl<?! hqvl<lk{<ce<! vsl<?! H,vl<?!
sqzisk<K!hx<hl<?!gz<fii<!hx<hl<?!sqx<xil{g<G!ofb</!




Nu{q?! Hvm<misq! likr<gtigqb! gii<! gizk<kqZl<?! lii<gpq?! jk!
likr<gtigqb!Le<heqg<!gizk<kqZl<?!lisq?!hr<Geq!likr<gtigqb!hqe<heq!





5/!uitl<!Osi<f<k!lV< < << < << < < f<Kgt<< << << <!





6/!gt<tqh<hiz<!Os< < << < << < < Vl<!lVf<K< << << < !
!! sqk<kikq!jkzl<!)sqz<zjxg<!Ogiju*!
!
7/!dh<H!Osi<f<k!lVf<Kgt< < < << < < << < < < <!
2* fu!dh<H!olPG?!3/!fuis<sivg<!Gpl<H?!4/!fiBVuq!dh<hikqg<!Gpl<H/!
!





ngk<kqbi<! Gpl<H! Ge<xq! ntU?! ogtsqgi<! Gpl<H! Ge<xqbtU?!
Olgfikg<! Gtqjg! 2! Lkz<! 3?! out<jt! w{<o{b<?! uik! fisk<!
kbqzl<! LkzqbeLkzqb! w{<o{b<gjt! Ofibqe<! ue<jlg<Gl<?!
hq{qbitEjmb! ue<jlg<Gl<?! giz! ubK! -jugm<Gl<! kg<guiX!
upr<g!Ou{<Ml</!¼, ½, ¾, 1 nUe<^ <!ujvbqz<!upr<gzil</!














Olgfikg<! Gtqjg?! -zur<gikq! lik<kqjv! -jugjtBr<! ogiMg<gzil</!
GcfQi<gt<!lzg<gm<jmk<!kuqi<h<hKme<?!gib<s<sjzBl<!k{qg<Gl</!



















































































6/!Ohkqjb!d{<mig<Gl<!ohiVt<gt<;!< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! Ofi<uitl<?!squjk?!fqziuijv?!Ovuz<sqe<eq?!gMG!Ovig{q?!giqbOhitl<?!
H,vl<?!-f<Kh<H/!







7/!uik!Okgk<kqx<G!Ohkq;< << << < !
! bikioliVuVg<G! S,m<ce<! Ohiqz<! uiBuqeiz<! ubqX! hqgqf<Kogi{<M!
hzuf<klib<! wu<uqk! uqOvise! lVf<K! kqe<x! OhikqZl<! Ohkqbiglx<! Ohib<uqcz<!
yV!ogs<jsg<gibtU!hjpb!Htqbqz<!nkx<Gs<!sle<!ogicg<gt<tqh<hiz<!nkqz<!
uqm<Mh<! hqjsf<K! S{<jmg<gibtU! gijzbtU! gijzbqz<! sih<hqmUl</!
nh<ohiPK! fe<xib<! OhkqbiGl</! nkeiz<! uikljek<Kl<! kt<Tl</! hz!
uqbikqgTl<!kQVl</!
!
8/!ne<ximl<!osb<ktqg<Gl<!Ohkq< < < < << < < < << < < < < ;!
! leqki<gTg<G! ne<ximltqg<Gl<! OhkqbiuK! gMg<gib<! hqR<sqz<!
Ymgx<xqBt<t!Sk<kqosb<bik!uitl<!nz<zK!Sk<kqosb<k!uitl<!-v{<cozie<jx!
sleib<s<! Osi<k<K! hSl<hiz<! nz<zK! Ljzh<hiz<! uqm<M! -v{<M! sill<!
njvg<gUl</!njvk<kieUme<!njk!upqk<okMk<K!Ogih<jhbqz<!juk<kg<ogi{<M!
wu<uqk! nEhiek<kqOzEl<! S{<jmg<gibtU! Okgg<! %xxqf<K! sih<hqm! nkqg!
fe<xib<h<! OhkqbiGl</! -s<sih<! hk<kqbl</-vik<kqvqg<G! Sg<G! fXg<gqh<Ohim<M! lqtG!
Osi<k<K!gqbiplqm<M!uck<kqXk<Kg<!ogiMg<gUl</!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!)juk<kqb!niqs<Suc?!h/w{<;:1?:3*!!
9/!uqOvse!hkii<k<kr<gt<;< < < << < < << < < < !
! squjk?!gMg<gib<?!fqzuijg?!S,vk<kiuqjv?!Ovi\iolim<M?!-tr<ogim<jmh<!
hig<G?! gx<xipR<OsiX?! nke<! sVG?! giqbhutl<?! Ofi<uitl<?! fQi<oum<c! Lk<K?!
gim<mil{g<Guqk<K?! Nkijtg<gqpr<G?! gMGOvig{q?! -f<Kh<H?! gtqh<hig<G?!
Nl{g<og{<o{b<?! ogicg<gt<tq?! lie<osuqg<gt<tq?! kqVGgt<tq?! sKvg<gt<tq?!




:/!uqOvser<gt<< << << <!
uqOvisek<jk!uitLg<jg!out<Ttqgib<hiG< < < << < < << < < < !
uqOvisek<jk!sl<hQjv!oub<k!uqOvisek<jk< < Q < << < Q < << < Q < < !
S{<{il<H!ohiKhx<X!Kb<jb!gVuqtOui<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
S{<{il<H!ohiK!h{qosiz</< < << < << < < !
!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! .!Okjvbi<!blgou{<hi!h/w{<!;!277!
!!!! )w/K*.! -k<kjzs<! S,k<kqvs<! osb<Bt<! ou{<hi! wjkg<Gxqg<gqxK! we<xiz</!
LjxbiOe!uqOviseliliX!%XkEkzqx<X/!






!! fib<k<Ktsq! –! Vk<kqvsjm! –! fz<zKtsq! -f<k! siX! uqm<M! njvk<K!
uqOvisek<jks<! sl<hQjv! –! wZlqs<jsg<! geqs<siX! uqm<M! njvk<K! lik<kqjv!
dVm<c! oub<bqzqOz! dzi<k<kq! osb<K! juk<Kg<ogit<T! kuq! –! fz<z!
k{<{QiqOz! djvk<K{<miz<! Ohkqbil</! Ovisek<jk–! OgiOvisek<jk! Olx<hc!
lik<kqjvBme<! %m<ceiz<! Svg<GOmivq! lik<kqjvbil<?! S{<{il<H! –! hizqOz!
Ofi<uitk<jks<!Osi<k<Kg<!gib<s<sq!Olivig<gqbkeix<!S{<{il<H!Osi<k<K!lqkligk<!
kil<H,zl<!h{<{Ul<!ohiK!–!Olx<hcBr<!gVuqjtOuVl<!ohick<K!Ljglziqx<!
Osi<k<K! Lgi<f<kiz<! .! Ohkqbil</! hx<X! gMG! Ovig{qjb! ouf<fQiqzjvk<K!
okih<HtqOz!hx<xqm<miz<!uqOvselil</!OhiKole<xiz<!gPuqh<!OhimUl<?!Kb<jb–!
sQbg<gijb!lik<kqvl<!ohisqk<kiz<!uqOvisqg<Gl</!gVuqtOui<!.!gig<gvm<mie<!OuVl<!
Olx<hc!S{<{il<H!ohiK!h{qosiz<! .! OuOxobiV!Gjxuqe<xq! fl<hq!-h<OhiK!








MODERN ASPECT OF PURGATION THERAPY 
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF GASTRO INTESTINAL TRACT: 
 The gastro intestinal tract (digestive tract, digestional tract, GI tract, GIT, or 
alimentary canal) is an organ system within humans and other animals, which takes in 
food, digests it to extract and absorb energy and nutrients, and expels the remaining 
waste feces. 
 The mouth, oesophagus, stomach, and intestines are part of the GIT. The 
human GIT is divided into   
 Upper GIT 
 Lower GIT 
 The GI tract includes all structures between the mouth and anus, however the 
complete human digestive system is made up of the gastro intestinal tract plus the 
accessory organ of digestion( the tongue, salivary glands, pancreas, liver and gall 
bladder) 




 Reflecting the embryological origin of each segment 
 Cells of the GI tract release hormones it help regulate the digestive process. 
These digestive hormones, including gastrin, secretin, cholecystokinin and ghrelin are 
mediated through either intracrine or autocrine mechanisms. 
 
UPPER GIT: 
 The upper GIT consists of the mouth, pharynx, oesophagus, stomach and 
duodenum. 
 The exact demarcation between the upper and lower tracts is the suspensory 
muscle of the duodenum. 
 
LOWER GIT: 
 It includes most of the small intestine and all of the large intestine. In human 
anatomy, the intestine (bowel or gut. Greek: Entera ) is the segment of the gastro 
intestinal tract extending from pyloric sphincter of the stomach to the anus. In human 
SI is further subdivided into the duodenum, jejunum and ileum while the large 
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intestine is subdivided into the caecum, ascending, transverse, descending and 
sigmoid colon, rectum and anal canal) 
 
FUNCTION: 
 The time taken for food or other ingested objects to transmit through the GIT 
varies depending on many factors, but roughly it takes less than an hour after a meal 
for 50% of stomach contents to empty into the intestine while total emptying takes 
around 2 hours. 
 Subsequently 50% emptying of SI takes between 1 and 2 hours finally, 






 The GIT forms an important part of immune system fundamental components 
of their protection are provided by intestinal mucosal barrier microorganisms also are 
kept at bay by an extensive immune system comprising the Gut- associated lymphoid 
tissue (GALT). 
 Some additional factors contributing to protection from pathogen invasion. For 
eg. low  pH( ranging from 1 to 4) of the stomach is fatal for many microorganism that 
enter . 
            Similarly, mucus (containing IgA antibodies) neutralizes many pathogenic 
microorganism. Other factors in GI tract contribution to immune function include 
enzymes secreted in saliva and bile. 
 
INTESTINAL MICROBIOTA: 
 The LI hosts several kinds of bacteria that can deal with molecules that the 
human body cannot otherwise break down. This an example of symbiosis these 
bacteria also account for the production of gases at host pathogen interface, inside our 
intestine. However the LI is mainly concerned with the absorption of water from 
digested material (which is regulated by the hypothalamus) and the re-absorption of 




 Health – enhancing intestinal bacteria of the gut flora serve to prevent the 
overgrowth of potentially harmful bacteria in the gut. 
            The human intestinal flora is highly complex with more than 400 bacterial 
species isolated from faeces.So colon is a complex ecosystem,that contains both 
aerobic and anaerobic  micro organisms the total bacterial count in the faeces is said 
to be 1010-1012 colony forming units per ml(CFU/ml). 
     A refined system prevents these bacteria from crossing the mucosal 
barrier.First peptidoglycan a component of bacterial cell walls activates the release of 
chemicals by the mucosa’s epithelial cells which draft immune cells,especially 
dendritic cells into the mucosa. 
  Dendritic cells open the tight junctions between epithelial cells and extend 
probes into the lumen to evaluate the microbial antigens.The dendritic cells with 
antigens then travel to neighboring lymphoid follicles in the mucosa where Tcells 
inspect for antigens. 
  This process triggers an IgA-mediated response,ifwarrented,in the lumen 
blocks the commensal organisms from infiltrating the mucosa and setting off a far 
greater,widespread systematic reaction. 
 
 COLON: 
              The cecum blends seamlessly with the colon.Upon entering the colon,the 
food residue first travels up the ascending colon on the right side of the Abdomen.At 
the inferior surface of the liver,the colon bends to form the right colic flexure(hepatic 
flexure)and becomes the transverse colon.Food residue passing through the 
transverse colon travels across to the left side of the abdomen,where the colon angles 
sharply immediately inferior to the spleen,at the left colic flexure(splenic flexure). 
               From there,foodresidue passes through the descending colon which runs 
down the left side of the posterior abdominal wall.After entering the pelvis 




            Food residue leaving the sigmoid colon enters the rectum in the pelvis,near 
the third sacral vertebra.The final 20.3cm(8 in)of the alimentary canal,the rectum 
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extends anterior to the sacrum and coccyx.The rectal valves help separate the feces 
from gas to prevent the simultaneous passage of feces and gas. 
 
ANAL CANAL: 
  Finally,food residue reaches the last part of the large intestine,theanal canal 
which is located in the perineum,completely outside of the abdominopelviccavity.This 
3.8-5cm long structure opens to the exterior of the body at the anus.The anal canal 
includes 2 sphincters, 
 
Internal anal sphincter-is made up of smooth muscle and its contractions are 
involuntary. 
 
External anal sphincter-is made of skeletal muscle,which is under voluntary control. 
Except when defecating,both usually remain closed. 
 
ANATOMY OF LARGE INTESTINE: 
  Three features are unique to the large intestine: 
• Teniae coli, 
• Haustra, 
• Epiploicappendages . 
 
DIGESTIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE LARGE INTESTINE: 
    The residue of chyme that enters the large intestine contains few nutrients 
except water which is reabsorbed as the residue lingers in the large intestine,typically 
for 12 to 24 hours. 
ABSORPTION AND FECES FORMATION: 
              The SMALL INTESTINE absorbs about 90 percent of the water. 
              The LARGE INTESTINE absorbs most of the remaining water,a process that 
converts the liquid chyme residue into semisolid feces. 
              FECES is composed of undigested food residue,unabsorbed digested 
substances,millions of bacteria ,old epithelial cells from the GI mucosa,inorganic salts 
and enough water to let it pass smoothly out of the body. 




  Feces are eliminated through contractions of the rectal muscles.This process 
by a voluntary procedure called VALSALVA’S MANEUVARin which increase intra 
abdominal pressure by contracting diaphragm and abdominal wall muscles and 
closing glottis. 
 
NORMAL INTESTINAL FLUID BALANCE: 
• Normally, absorption and secretion of water and electrolytes occur 
throughout the intestine. 
• There water & electrolyte are simultaneously absorbed by the villi and 
secreted by the crypts of the bowel epithelium.  
• This causes a two-directional flow of water and electrolytes between the 
intestinal lumen & the blood. 
• Usually, more than 90% of the fluid entering the SI is absorbed, so that 
about 1 litre reaches the large intestine.  
• There further absorption occurs, only 100 to 200 millilitres of water being 
excreted each day in formed stools. 
• If any change, in the two-directional flow of water & electrolytes in the 
small intestine (i.e. increased secretion, decreased absorption (or) both) 
results in either reduced net absorption (or) actual net secretion and causes 
an increased volume of fluid to enter the large intestine. When this exceeds 
its limited absorptive capacity, diarrhoea occurs. 
 
INTESTINAL ABSORPTION OF WATER AND ELECTROLYTE: 
• Absorption of water from SI is caused by osmotic gradients that are 
created when solutes (particularly sodium) are actively absorbed from the 
bowel lumen by the villous epithelial cells. 
•  To enter the epithelial cells, sodium is linked to the absorption of chloride 
(or) absorbed directly as sodium ion, (or) exchanged for hydrogen ion (or) 
linked to the absorption of organic materials such as glucose (or) certain 
amino acids. 
• After being absorbed, sodium is transported out of the epithelial cells by 
an ion pump referred to as Na+ K+ATPase. 
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•  This transfers sodium into the ECF, which elevates its osmolality and 
causes water and other electrolytes to flow passively from the bowel 
lumen through intracellular channels and into the ECF. 
 
INTESTINAL SECRETION OF WATER AND ELECTROLYTES: 
• Secretion of water and electrolytes normally occurs in the crypts of the 
small bowel epithelium where Nacl is transported from ECF into the 
epithelial cell across its basolateral membrane.  
• The sodium is then pumped back into the ECF by Na+ K+ATPase.  At the 
same time, secretory stimuli increase the ability of chloride to pass through 
the luminal membrane of the crypt cells, allowing that ion to enter the 
bowel lumen. 
•  This movement of chloride ion creates an osmotic gradient that causes 
water & other electrolyte to flow passively from the ECF into the bowel 
lumen through the intracellular channels. 
 
SECRETION OF WATER AND ELECTROLYTES IN RESPONSE TO 
IRRITATION: 
• Whenever a segment of the large intestine becomes intensely irritated,as 
occurs when bacterial infection becomes rampant during enteritis,the 
mucosa secretes large quantities of water and electrolytes in addition to the 
normal viscid solution of alkaline mucus. 
• This acts to dilute the irritating factors and to cause rapid movement of the 
feces towards the anus. 
• The usual result is diarrhea, with loss of large quantities of water and 
electrolytes. 
• But the diarrhea also washes away the irritant factor, which promotes 
earlier recovery from the disease than otherwise would. 
 
THE ENTERIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
• GIT has its own nervous system called ENS. It’s also called “second 
brain”. The nervous system exerts a profound influence on all digestive 
processes, namely motility ion transport associated with secretion and 
absorption, and gastrointestinal blood flow. 
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• The digestive system is endowed with its own, local nervous system 
referred to as the enteric (or) intrinsic nervous system. The magnitude 
&complexity of the ENS is immense- it contains as many neurons as the 
spinal cord. 
• The ENS, along with the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 
systems, constitute the autonomic nervous system. 
• The principal components of the enteric nervous system are 2 networks or 
plexuses of neuron, both of which are embedded in the wall of the 
digestive tract and extend from oesophagus to anus. 
• The mesenteric plexus is located between the longitudinal and circular 
layers of muscle in the tunica muscularis and appropriately exerts control 
primarily over digestive tract motility. 
• The subcutaneous plexus as its name implies is buried in the submucosa. 
Its principal role is in sensing the environment within the lumen, 
regulating gastrointestinal blood flow and controlling epithelial cell 
function.  
• Within enteric plexus are three types of neurons, most of which are 
multipolar: 
• Sensory neurons receive information from sensory receptors in the mucosa 
and muscle. Atleast 5 different sensory receptors have been identified in 
the mucosa, which respond to mechanical, thermal, osmotic and chemical 
stimuli. Chemoreceptors sensitive to acid, glucose and amino acids have 
been demonstrated which in essense allows “tasting” of luminal contents. 
Sensory receptors in muscle respond to stretch and tension, collectively, 
enteric sensory neurons compile a comprehensive battery of information 
on gut contents and the state of the gastrointestinal wall. 
• Motor neurons within the enteric plexuses control gastrointestinal motility 
and secretion and possibly absorption, in performing these functions, 
motor neurons act directly on a large number of effector cells, including 
smooth muscle, secretory cells )chief parietal, mucous, enterocytes, 
pancreatic exocrine cells) and gastrointestinal endocrine cells. 
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• Interneurons are largely responsible for integrating information from 
sensory neurons and providing in to (“programming”) enteric motor 
neurons. 
• Enteric neurons secrete an intimidating array of neurotransmitters. One 
major neurotransmitter produced by enteric neurons is acetylcholine. In 
general, neurons that secrete acetylcholine are excitatory, stimulating 
smooth muscle contraction, increases in intestinal secretions, release of 
enteric hormones and dilation of blood vessels. Norepinephrine is also 
used extensively for neurotransmission in the gastrointestinal tract, but it 
derives from extrinsic sympathetic neurons: the effect of norepinephrine is 
almost always inhibitory and opposite that of acetylcholine. 
• The enteric nervous system can and does function autonomously, but 
normal digestive function requires communication links between this 
intrinsic system and the CNS. These links take the form of 
parasympathetic and sympathetic fibers that connect either the central and 
ENS or connect the central nervous system directly with the digestive 
tract. Through these cross connections, the gut can provide sensory 
information to the CNS, and the CNS can affect gastrointestinal function. 
Connection to the CNS also means that signal from outside of the digestive 
system can be relayed to the digestive system. For instance, the sight of 
appealing food stimulates secretion in the stomach. 
• In general, sympathetic stimulation causes inhibition of gastrointestinal 
secretion and motor activity and contraction of gastrointestinal sphincters 
and blood vessels. Conversely, parasympathetic stimuli typically stimulate 
these digestive activities. Some of the prominent communiques enabled by 
nervous interconnections within the digestive tract have been named as 
reflexes and serve to illustrate a robust system of control. 
• Eg: include the gastrocolicreflex, where distension of the stomach 
stimulates evacuation of the colon, and the entergastric reflex, in 
whichdistension and irritation of the small intestine results in suppression 





 Defecation is the final act of digestion, by which organisms eliminate solid, 
semisolid or liquid waste material from the digestive tract via the anus. 
 
DEFECATION REFLEXES: 
1) INTRINSIC DEFECATION REFLEX: 
 Enteric nervous system- mesenteric plexus 
 Weak reflex- fortified with parasympathetic defecation reflex. 
 
2) PARASYMPATHETIC DEFECATION REFLEX: 
 Autonomic nervous system- parasympathetic fibers of pelvic nerves. 
 
INTRINSIC DEFECATION REFLEX: 
  ENS mesenteric plexus 
• Stimulus –Feces enter the rectum distention of rectal wall 
• Receptors – Stretch receptors in the rectal wall 
• Afferents – Sensory fibers terminating in mesenteric plexus 
• Center – Mesenteric plexus 
• Efferents – Motor signals to smooth muscle. 
• Effectors – Smooth muscle cells of descending sigmoid colon and rectum. 
• Response – Peristaltic waves forcing feces towards rectum- relaxation of 
internal anal sphincter. 
 
PARASYMPATHETIC DEFECATION REFLEX: 
PARASYMPATHETIC PELVIC NERVES: 
• Stimulus –Feces enter the rectum – distention of rectal wall 
• Receptors – Stretch receptors in the rectal wall 
• Afferents – Sensory fibers terminating in S2 –S4 cord level 
• Center – S2 – S4 spinal cord segments. 
• Efferents – Pelvic parasympathetic nerves  
• Effectors – Smooth muscle cell of descending, sigmoid colon & rectum. 
• Response – Peristaltic waves forcing feces towards rectum – relaxation of 
internal anal sphincter. 
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 After relaxation of the internal anal sphincter and an initial contraction the 
skeletal muscle of the external anal sphincter D. it combination of intrinsic & 
parasympathetic defecation   
i)  Reflex. At convenience – Valsalva maneiver& closure of lottis 
ii)  Deep inspiration. 
iii) Abdominal contraction. 
If defecation is delayed for a prolonged period the fecal matter may harden, 
resulting in constipation. If defecation occurs too fast, before excess liquid is 
absorbed, diarrhoea may occur. 
 
DIARRHOEA: 
Diarrhoea is defined by the WHO as having 3 or more loose or liquid stools 
per day, or having more stools than is normal for that person. 
Diarrhoea are classified into  
• Secretory diarrhoea  
• Osmotic diarrhoea  
• Exudative diarrhoea  
• Inflammatory diarrhoea. 
 
DIARRHOEA MECHANISMS: 
In IBD pleat and sigmoid biopsies showed altered trans epithelial sodium and 
fluid transport specifically from decreased expression of the NHE3, NHERF-1 and 
NHE-1 epithelial Na channel.  
This results in changes in normal intestinal electroneutral Nacl absorption. 
Primary bile acid malabsorption may be caused by an abnormal feedback 
system resulting in the increased bile salts, watery diarrhoea. 
 
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY: 
Ion transporters targeted by enteric infections: 
Function Transporter 
Absorption NHE, SGLTI, ENac, DRA 
Secretion Cacc, NKCC, CFTR 




There are 2 principal mechanisms by which watery diarrhoea occurs: 
 i) Secretion & 
 ii) Osmotic imbalance 
Secretory Diarrhea is caused by the abnormal secretion of fluid (water and 
salts) into the small bowel. This occurs when the absorption of sodium by the villi is 
impaired while the secretion of chloride in the crypts continues or is increased. Net 
fluid secretion results and leads to the loss of water and salts from the body as watery 
stools: this causes dehydration. 
 
OSMOTIC DIARRHOEA: 
 The small bowel mucosa is a process epithelium; water and salts move across 
it rapidly to maintain osmotic balance between the bowel contents and the blood. 
Under these conditions, diarrhoea can occur when a poorly absorbed, osmotically 
active substance is ingested. 
 If the substance is taken as an isotonic solution, the water and solute will 
simply pass through the gut unabsorbed, causing diarrhoea. 
 Purgatives, work by this principle. 
 If the poorly absorbed substance is taken as a hypertonic solution, water (and 
some electrolytes) will move from the ECF into the gut lumen, until the osmolality of 
the intestinal contents equals that of the ECF and blood. This increases the volume of 
the stool more importantly causes dehydration owing to the loss of body H2O. 
 
THE GUT –PAIN CONNECTION: 
           Hippocrates the father of modern medicine,said all healing begins in the GUT. 
And scientists continue to prove how a healthy gut microbiome plays a role in weight 
loss,disease prevention and much more. 
          Diet plays a crucial role in maintaining a healthy gut environment and 
dysbiosis,or gut –flora imbalance ramps up inflammation,triggers many illnesses 
including Inflammatory Bowel Disease. 
          GUT maintains a solid barrier between digestive tract and internal 
environment,allowing important nutrients to pass through and keeping out everything 
else. 
          Maintaining the integrity of the Gut is a one cell-thick-barrier that forms a tight 
junction ,which keeps out foreign invaders like bacteria,toxins and large undigested 
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food particles.When these tight junctions break down ,that barrier becomes inflamed 
and porous;bacteria,toxins,and undigested food particles start slipping through. 
          These antigens or foreign substances that triggers an immune resonse.A 
condition called INTESTINAL PERMEABILITY or LEAKY –GUT is formed. 
 
INFLAMMATORY REACTION: 
          The immune system responds with antibodies which attack and destroy these 
antigens.When an antibody binds with an antigen,an immune complex occurs. 
           Persistent leaky gut ramps up these immune complexes;they circulate around 
the body and deposits into various tissues and organs including skeletal muscles and 
joints creating more inflammation. 
          Leaky gut also contributes to autoimmune diseases,or immune responses 
against specific tissues that create damage and loss of function.When that                     
happens in joints inflammation creates pain, swelling and stiffness.While 
multifactorial,researchers link leaky gut with rheumatoid arthritis as bacterial products 
slip through gut lining and deposit in joints,creating an immune reaction. 
 
 PURGATIVES: 
           Purgatives are drugs that promote evacuation of bowels. 
           Stronger action resulting in more fluid evacuation. 
 
Mechanism of Action of  Purgatives: 
             All Purgatives increase the water content of feces by- 
1. A Hydrophilic or osmotic action ,retaining water  and  electrolytes in the 
intestinal lumen –increase volume of colonic content and make it easily 
propelled. 
2. Acting on intestinal mucosa to decrease net absorption of water and 
electrolyte, intestinal transit is enhanced indirectly by the fluid bulk. 
3. Increasing propulsive activity as primary action. 
             Allowing less time for absorption of salt and water as a secondary effect. 
Certain Purgative do increase motility through an action on the mesenteric plexuses. 
 
Stimulant Purgative: 
• They are Powerful purgatives. 




• Though some of them do directly increase motility by acting on myenteric  
plexuses, 
• The more important mechanism of action is accumulation of water and 
electrolytes in the lumen by altering absorptive and secretory activity of the 
mucosal cells. 
• They inhibit  Na+K+ATP ase at the basolateral membrane of villous cells –
transport of Na+ accompanying water into the interstitium is 
reduced.Secretion is enhanced by activation of cAMP in crypt cells as well as 
by increased PG synthesis. 
 
Osmotic Purgative: 
• Certain salts, when given orally are not much absorbed and are retained in the 
GI tract. 
• Such preparation exerts as osmotic effect and therefore hold considerable 
amount of water, thus increasing the intestinal bulk. 
• This acts as a mechanical stimulus causing and increase in the intestinal motor 
activities and evacuation. 
• The efficacy of saline laxatives is ,thus related to the osmotic activity exerted 
by the unabsorbed fraction within the intestinal lumen.Release of 
cholecystokinin ,pancreozymin with consequent stimulation of the intestinal 
secretory and motor activity has been proposed as an additional mechanism of 




      These are various natural or semi-synthetic polysaccharides and cellulose 
derivatives, which when given orally are not absorbed and increase the indigestible 
residue. These agents absorb water and swell up, thus providing the stimulus of 
mechanical distention for evacuation. Their action is mild and usually seen in 12-30 
hours after ingestion. Isapgol (plantago ovata) 
 Purgative(Virechana) drug modifies  the fluid dynamics of the mucosal cells 




• Inhibiting Na+ K+ATPase of villous cells – impairing water and 
electrolyte absorption. 
• Stimulating adenylyl cyclase in crypt cells – increasing water and 
electrolyte secretion. 
• Enhancing PG synthesis in mucosa which increase secretion. 
• Structural injury to the absorbing intestinal mucosal cells. 
  So up to some extent the mode of action of  virechana drug seems to be of 
stimulant or  osmotic type. But the Purgative drugs have got double action, systemic 
as well as local, whereas purgative have mainly local action and hence having very  
little use in eliminating the morbid humours from all over the body. 
 
VIRECHANA - THE CLEANSING OF ABDOMEN: 
• Virechana as a word , where it literally means removing the doshas(toxins) out 
through the rectal route.This is known as Purgation. 
• It  mainly aim at cleansing the sweat glands,small intestine, colon, stomach, 
liver and spleen. 
 
MODERN CONCEPTS OF  PURGATION: 
• The process of purgation is regulated and controlled by a special centre 
situated near medulla oblongata in the brain.  
• This centre is close to respiratory and vomiting centre.  
• The virechana drugs stimulate the ( purgation) centre and indirectly the 
vomiting centre is relaxed. Sacral plexus (situated in the sacral region) of the 
spinal cord also helps in controlling and regulating the act of purgation.  
• The act of purgation is also controlled and regulated by local reflex action of 
the concerned body parts.  
• During the act of defecation the respiration is arrested momentarily, 
diaphragm is activated and it presses transverse colon.  
• Simultaneously the accessory muscles of the abdomen are also activated and 
they also help in propelling the faecal matter towards anus along with it 
stimulates lock nerve plexuses and then they enforced peristalsis further helps 
in expelling contents of intestine towards rectum and finally to anal canal. 
•  When the voluntary or involuntary act of defecation starts, the ultimate results 
is evacuation of bowels. 
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VIRECHANA AND ENDOTHELIUM: 
• The health of the cells and tissues depends not only on intact circulation but 
also on normal fluid homeostasis.  
• Changes in vascular volume; pressure or alteration in endothelial function may 
cause morbidity in various forms. 
• It is possible that this derangement is inversed by Virechanam karma. 
Derangement is nothing but placement of an element in the place, which it 
does not belong.  
• . In production of profuse watery stool and purgation, cytokines and serotonin 
play a part. Endothelial cells modulate several (and frequently opposing) 
aspects of normal homeostasis and cytokines have highest effect over 
endothelium. 
•  We can assume that during purgation the cytokines also produced which 
stimulates the endothelium and brings back the deranged cellular elements. 
 
VIRECHANA AND NEUROPEPTIDES OF GUT: 
• Various neuropeptides and hormones of gut are found in brain. These are the 
chemicals, which have great range of effects on neurons, smooth muscles and 
glands. Neuromediators are peptide nature, which are present in brain as well 
as GI tracts, are as follows 
• Bombesin, cholecytokinine, gastrin, glucagons, insulin, motilin, neurotensin 
pancreatic polypeptide, substance P, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide. 
• Purgation may enhance the amount of these neuropeptides by cleansing the 
completely GI tract, as a result, the quantity of neuropeptides may rise that in 
turn may affect the brain and modify its various functions. Based on the above 
findings, it can affect brain physiology to a highly considerable extent through 





VIRECHANA AND GLYCOPROTEINS: 
• Glycoproteins are those structures which are responsible for cell 
communications, means to work together and function properly in our body 
and built by the body out of combination of amino acids and eight specific 
saccharides or sugar. 
•  Of these, two are glucose and galactose. In order to build those others, the 
body literally has to take raw materials, break them down and reassemble 
them.  
• These saccharides form the actual letters to create word that carry cell-to-cell 
communication message.  
• These communication structures are incredibly complex, consume extra 
energy, many different enzymes and involve many different steps for creation.  
• Some of these communication structures last for month at a time while others 
last for only 10 seconds. This implies that every 10 seconds each of these body 
cells needs to manufacture new once to resolve those that are used up.  
• If it is unable to manufacture either the quantity or quality needed the result 
may be development of bed genetic code and future breakdown of function. 
• Toxins of body and due to indigestion damage formations of these 
communication structures. Virechanam can remove this. In Ayurveda, 
Virechanam is appreciated. Kapha may be correlated to the mucous that is 
secreted by goblet cells of intestine. Mucous is nothing but a glycoprotein.. 
•  The removal of morbid communication structure may improve whole body 
functions. 
 
EFFECT OF VIRECHANA ON VARIOUS SYSTEM OF BODY THROUGH 
ALIMENTARY CANAL: 
 Now it is believed that gut secretes lot of hormones, enzymes and 
neuropeptides that can be rectified by Virechanam and thereby improves the function 
of distal part. Virechana can modify GALT (Gut Associated Lymphatic Tissue) in 




EFFECTS OF VIRECHANA IN THE PREVENTION OF HYDROPIC 
DEGENERATION: 
• Hydropic degeneration is a variety of cellular degeneration in which 
mitochondria are converted into bags of fluid or they are actually 
disintegrated.  
• Mitochondria is used for active transport of water so if mitochondria damages, 
this will increase water content of cell which can also damage mitochondria. 
•  Virechanam improves this situation in dual ways as it causes water loss. 
Recently bile acids are found to exert protective effect over mitochondria of 
brain. 
• Virechana can prevent mitochondrial damage done in hydropic degeneration. 
 
EFFECTS OF VIRECHANA IN THE PREVENTION OF REVERSIBLE CELL 
INJURY/ VACUOLAR DEGENERATION: 
• One of the commonest types of cell injury is due to ischemia. The resultant 
hypoxia causes reduction of ATP and lack of ATP results in failure of sodium 
pump mechanism.  
• The resultant inflow of sodium is accompanied by accumulation of water in 
cell.  
• The break down of cell constituents secondary to this injury also causes an 
increase in the number of small molecules within cytoplasm with increased 
intracellular fluid.  
• If water continues to accumulate it may produce clear vacuoles means 
vacuolar degeneration.  
• In Virechanam, the water loss from gut may shift this intracellular fluid to 
colon and thus restrict vacuolar degeneration. Therefore, Virechanam can help 
in all the disease, which are due to ischemia and vacuolar degeneration.  
• Virechanam clears different types of toxic materials resulted due to metabolic 
activity the things to be excreted through the liver and the intestinal mucosa, 
along with the unabsorbed residues of gastro-intestinal tract. It regulates 
vatham by movement regulation, pitham by chemo- enzymatic secretion and 
kapham by regulation of iontestinal mucosal. 
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 The probable mechanism for removable of toxin from lower GIT through 
Virechanam is- 
resolution of toxin material into fat which they bound to membrane protein (i.e. toxin 
which are earlier present in cytoplasm now become membrane bound) 
 
change in cell permeability leading to expulsion of toxin material to outside the cell 
which are membrane bound 
 
Now the toxin present in circulation i.e. in vein Virechanamdravya 
 
Cause irritation of intestinal mucosa 
 
Leading to excessive secretion from intestinal mucosa and vasodilation 
 
Toxin now present in gut lumen along with secretion of electrolyte and fluid from 
crypt of lieberkuhn in distal ileum and colon 
 
Expulsion of toxin + electrolyte through the  route 
 
 This by Virechanam it clear the toxin or nitrogenous waste material which are 
collected in lower intestinal cell are removed and thus cleansing the lower passage 
and rejuvenating each and every cell of lower GIT.   
• During the process of VIRECHANA, cellular fluid is drained into the 
interstitial fluid, which is drained into the vascular compartment;from here it is 
drained into the gastrointestinal tract for elimination. 
• Thus it is targeted to create a biochemical alteration as it modulates the fluid 
compartments of the body. 
• During the process of virechana, body fluid is drained out which has dissolved 
biochemicals in them. 
• Virechana drugs carry out the therapeutic purgation due to their potency.The 
waste products wherever present in the body in extracellular,intracellular or in 
plasma can be brought into intestine to maintain homogeneity from where it 
can be eliminated out of the body by action of intestine . 
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• Castor oil used in the virechana karma gets hydrolysed in small intestine by 
lipase to give ricinoleic acid,which irritates and requires bile for hydrolysis. 
• Bile serves as a means for excretion of several important waste products from 
the body.These include bilirubin ,an end product of haemoglobin destruction 
and excess of cholesterol synthesized by the liver cells. 
 
THE BENEFITS: 
1. Flushes out of the toxins and excess mucus from the GI tract and thus 
improves digestion 
2. Clears congestion from the liver and thus improves metabolism and fat 
digestion. 
3. Relieves many gastro-intestinal disorders. 
4. Improves the condition of skin disorders, rashes and allergies. 
 
DISEASES GENERALLY TREATED BY VIRECHANAM: 
  Diabetes, Arthritis, Non-Healing Wounds, Chronic Skin Disorders, 
Liver/Spleen Disorders, Constipation, Jaundice and Inflammatory Conditions. 
 
VIRECHANAM ISN’T ADVISABLE WHEN: 






5. EVALUATION OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
 
5.1.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
  Total duration of study -24 months. 
Sample size 
  40 
Study type 
   Cross sectional study using analytical study. 
Selection of patients: 
The patients will be selected from outpatient department (OPD) and inpatient 
department (IPD) at the Government Siddha Medical College, Palayamkottai, Tamil 
Nadu according to the criteria for inclusion and exclusion. The patients will be 
investigated according to the Siddha diagnostic methods and modern diagnostic 
methods. Neerkuri, Neikuri, Naadi, and Manikkadai will be examined according to 
Siddha diagnostic methods. All the data will be recorded in specific proforma. 
 During the first visit the subjects (patients) will be screened according to the 
case report form I and the subjects will be selected as per the inclusive and exclusive 
criteria after getting the subjects consent. There after full details of history will be 
taken and physical and systemic examination will be done to the selected subjects. 
The data will be recorded using case report form II. In addition the laboratory 
investigations (as described above) will be done using case report form III to selected 
subjects for the study. 
 Further the patients will be directed to take the Agasthiyar kuzhambu (130 
mg) for a day with diet restriction (Rice with Buttermilk). After commencement of 
treatment, the patients will be subjected for the Siddha and modern investigated next 
day. The case report form IV will be used to enter the data. 
 The data will be analysed using Ms-Excel. The connection between the 
Agasthiyarkuzhambu with signs and symptoms (vatham) and Siddha diagnostic 
methods will be discussed. In addition the link between prognosis of vatham and 





5.2 CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION 
 1. Age between 18 to 64 years  
 2. Both sex. 
 3. Symptoms. 
 3.1 Pain in the body 
 3.2 Weakness of the nerve 
 3.3 Tremors 
 3.4 Stiffness of muscles 
 3.5 Dryness 
 3.6 Weariness, boring pain 
 3.7 Weariness of the organs 
 3.8 Inactiveness of the organs 
 3.9 Retention and reduced excretion of urine and faeces 
 3.10 Unbearable pain in the calf muscles and the muscles of the 
thigh 
 3.11 A feeling that something is boring into the bones 
 3.12 Erectile hairs 
 3.13 Difficulty in flexion and extension of the extremities 
 3.14 Blackening of faeces and urine  
 
5.3. CRITERIA FOR EXCLUSION  
• Age below 18 and above 64 years 
• Pregnant mothers. 
• Lactating mothers. 
• Patients who are unable to do the routine work 
• Patient undergoing regular / irregular treatment 
• Patient undergoing regular treatment of any severe illness(CVS disorders, 







5.4.  CRITERIA FOR WITHDRAWAL 
  During the course of the study if the subject (patient) could not follow the 
necessary instruction or could not cooperate to conduct the study or if any serious 
condition develop which requires urgent treatment with other drugs/therapy, the 
investigator will be remarked the probable cause of withdrawal and provide the 
possible medical treatment / refer the patient to the suitable place to manage the 
illness. 
  In the circumstances of discontinuation of the study related all data will be 
erased and the withdrawn subjects will be replaced by new subjects according to 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
 
5.5  EXPECTING OUTCOME OF THE STUDY 
 The interaction between the Purgation therapy and vatham will be 
demonstrated and confirmed. Siddha diagnostic methods specially symptoms, naadi, 
manikkadai, neerkuri and neikuri may be used as a parameter to confirm the vatham. 
 
5.6 SUBJECT INFORM CONCERN 
  The data of the subjects will be confidential. Patient’s information sheet and 
informed consent form will be submitted along with project proposal to the ethical 
committee for the approval. Both will be maintained in duplicate with one copy given 
to the patient at the time of entry to the trial. 
 
5. 7. STUDY ENROLLMENT 
• In the study, patients reporting at the OPD and IPD of Government Siddha 
Medical College and Hospital, Palayamkottai, with the clinical symptoms of 
“VATHAM” were Preferred. Those patients were screened using the 
screening proforma (Formal) and examined clinically for enrolling in the study 
based on the inclusion criteria, the patients were included and excluded from 
the study on the same day, if they hit the exclusion criteria. 
• The patients who are to be enrolled would be informed about the study and the 
objectives of the study in the language and terms understandable for them. 
• After ascertaining the patient’s willingness, a written informed consent would 
be obtained from the patient in the consent form  
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• All these patients would be given unique Registration card in which patient’s 
Registration number of the study, Address, Phone number and Doctor’s phone 
number etc has been written. 
• Complete clinical history,complaints and duration, examination findings and 
all other findings would be recorded in the prescribed proforma in the be filled 
up; Form I , Form II and Form III will be used for recording the patient’s 
history, clinical examination of symptoms and signs and lab investigations 
respectively if needed. 
 
6.8. INVESTIGATION PROCEDURES 
  The laboratory investigations will be conducted in free of charge. Laboratory 
investigations will be done with the fully consent of the subjects and the subjects will 
be release from the study if the subjects dislike to conduct any investigation. Sterile 





6. DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY 
Evaluation of Clinical Parameters: 
 The detailed history and clinical features are documented carefully. 
History: 
 1) Complaints and duration 
 2) Family  history 
 3) History of Diet and personal activities 
 4) Socio-economic status 
Documentation of Clinical Features of “VAATHAM”: 
 It is carried out on the basis of interpretation of the following Siddha 
Diagnostic Principles. 
 1) Poriyalarithal 
 2) Pulanalarithal 
 3) Vinaadhal 
 4) Changes in UyirThathukkal 
 5) Changes in UdalThathukkal 
 6) EnnvagaiThervugal 
 7) YakkaiyinIlakkanam 
 8) ManikkadaiNool 
 
6.1 ENNVAGAI THERVUGAL CONSTITUTES: 
1. Mei kuri : 
By Mei kuri the following symptoms are observed. The temperature of the 
skin (heat or cold), sweating, numbness, fissures, thickening of hairs, hair falling, hair 
erection, ulcers, swelling, weight loss and weight gain. 
2. Naa : 
Tongue colour (black, red, yellow, white) coating of tongue, excessive 
salivation, dryness, ulcers, nature of gums, teeth, taste mouth deviation, speech are 
noted. 
3. Niram : 
Body colour (black, yellow, white, red, blue) flush, pallor, yellow colour in 




4. Mozhi : 
Pitch of voice (high, low, normal) hoarseness of voice, fluency, intelligence 
articulation, character, breathlessness are observed. 
5. Vizhi : 
Eyes easily reflect the pathological changes of the body. Size and shape, 
colour (red, yellow, pallor blue, muddy), lacrimation, dryness swelling of eyelids, 
ulceration, visual filed, sharpness of vision, colour of vision, inflammation (ulcer in 
conjunctiva, cornea, pupil) are keenly observed. 96 Eye diseases are noted. 
6. Malam : 
Colour (Yellow, red, black, white, green), froth, solid or semisolid or liquid, 
quantity, odour are noted. 
7. Moothiram : 




Collection of Urine for Testing : 
Before the collection of urine for testing, one should take supper consisting of 
all the six tastes at the regular time passed on one’s digestive fire. After a sound 
overnight sleep, urine should be collected in a closed glass were and the test should be 
done before 90 minutes from dawn. This rule is relaxable in severe cases. 
 
General Features of Urine : 
•
 Niram (Colour) 
•
 Manam (Odour) 
•
 Edai (Specific gravity) 
•
 Enjal (Quantity) 
•
 Nurai (Froth) 
7.2 NeiKuri : 
A drop of Gingelly oil is dropped at the center of upper surface of urine bowl 
without any shaking. It should be ensured that the direct sunlight does not fall on it, 
but bright light is necessary for observation. And it should not be disturbed by the 




General Nature of Urine in Oil Examination : 
• If the oil drop takes the shape of a snake (Aravu), It indicates Vali disease. 
• If it spreads like a ring (Ahzal) it indicates Azhal disease. 
• It it stands like a pearl (Muthu) it indicates Iya disease. 
• If the oil drop sinks in the urine, indicates Iya disease. 
• If any two factors of the three humours are seen together in the urine it 
suggests derangement of particular two humours. Eg. AravilAazhi indicates 
ValiAzhal. 
• If the oil drop spreads fast, it will indicate Asaathiyam. 
 
8. Naadi 
  Naadi is very important tool. Diagnosis of the disease by assessing naadi gives 
a best way to treat the diseases. Vali Naadi is felt in tip of the index finger.  Ahzal 
naadi is felt in tip of the middle finger. Iya naadi is felt in tip of the ring finger. 
  For further detailed study, modern investigation parameters were used. The 
following laboratory investigation were done in these cases. 
 
6.2 DIAGNOSIS OF UYIR THATHUKKAL: 
  Abnormal change in these three mukkutram lead to abnormal changes in 
structure, function and behaviour of various body organs. These changes are listed 
below 
 INCREASE DECREASE 
Vatham Tremors, 
Distended abdomen, constipation, 
weakness, insomnia 
Body pain, feeble voice, 
diminished competence of 
intellectual functions, 
syncope etc… 
Pitham Yellowish discoloration of eyes, skin, 
urine and motion polyphagia, poydipsia, 
burning sensation all over the body, 
sleeplessness. 
Decreased appetite, cold, 
pallor, symptoms associated 
with defective growth of 
kabam 
Kabham Loss of appetite, excessive salivation, 
heaviness, excessive musculature, 
dyspnoea,excessive sleepiness. 
Prominence of bony edges, 





6.3 DIAGNOSIS OF UDAL THATHUKKAL: 
 Udalthathukkal Increased features Decreased features 
1. SAARAM Leads to disease identical 
to increase in kabam like 
loss of appetite, saliva 
secretion, depression. 
Loss of weight, lassitude, 
dryness, of the skin and 
dimished activity of the 
sense organs. 
2. SENNEER Increased blood pressure, 




3. OON Excessive muscle growth 
around the neck , cheek, 
abdomen, thigh, external 
genitalia. 
Muscle wasting 
4. KOZHUPPU Identical features of 
increased oon associated 
with dyspnoea for exertion 
Hip pain, liver enlargement 
and emaciation. 
5. ENBU Excessive ossification and 
dentition 
Osteoporosis and sunken 
eyes 
6. MOOLAI Weariness of the body and 
eye, swollen 
interphalangeal joints, 
oliguria and rarely healing 
wound 





Increased sexual activity, 
urinary calculi 
Pricking pain in genitalia 























































1 1 66976 58 M N K S N MV K SC N N N NIL KP KP 
2 2 101234 60 M MP K S N V Y/C W N N N NIL KP KP 
3 3 101304 50 M MP K T N V Y SC N N N NIL V V 
4 4 103243 39 F MP M S N MV K SC N N N NIL V VP 
5 5 106886 32 F N V S V V Y SC N N N NIL PV P 
6 6 8898 55 F N V S V V Y SC N N N NIL V PV 
7 7 9349 36 M MP K T N MV Y/C SC N N N NIL V VP 
8 8 10391 35 F MP V S N MV Y SC N N N NIL VP PV 
9 9 10203 49 F N M S N V Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
10 10 10137 55 F N K T N V Y SC N N N NIL V VP 
11 11 10596 56 F MP V T V V Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
12 12 9626 56 F N K T N V Y W N N N NIL V PV 
13 13 11218 26 F N M S N T Y W N N N NIL PV P 
14 14 11361 57 M MP M S N MV Y SC N N N NIL V V 
15 15 11362 19 F MP/V V U V V Y W N N N NIL PV PV 
16 16 11572 49 F V V U N MV Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
17 17 13064 44 F N K T N MV Y W N N N NIL PV PV 
18 18 13463 47 F N V S N MV Y Y N N N NIL VP VP 
19 19 44551 55 F MP V T N MV Y/C W N N N NIL PV PV 
20 20 14853 53 F N K T N MV Y SC N N N NIL V V 
21 21 17508 45 F N M S N MV Y Y N N N NIL PV PV 
7. INTERPRETATION TABLES 
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22 22 18872 54 F N K S N V Y W N N N NIL PV PV 
23 23 19612 51 F N K S N MV Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
24 24 20926 57 F N K T N V Y Y N N N NIL KP K 
25 25 22404 63 M N M S N V Y W N N N NIL PV P 
26 26 22403 55 F N V S N V Y SC N N N NIL V PV 
27 27 23793 56 F N M T N V Y W N N N NIL V P 
28 28 24061 23 F N M T N MV Y Y N N N NIL PV P 
29 29 24667 39 M N K S N V Y SC N N N NIL V PV 
30 30 24915 42 F N V T N V Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
31 31 24738 45 F N M T N MV Y SC N N N NIL V PV 
32 32 24730 61 M N M T N V Y W N N N NIL V PV 
33 33 30493 36 M N M T N MV Y W N N N NIL V PV 
34 34 30796 24 M N K T N V Y SC N N N NIL KP KP 
35 35 31024 60 F N M T N V Y SC N N N NIL KP KV 
36 36 31626 58 M N M S N MV Y SC N N N NIL V VP 
37 37 33766 43 M N K U N V Y SC N N N NIL PV PV 
38 38 34010 63 M N V T N V Y SC N N N NIL V V 
39 39 28602 53 M N/D K S N T Y SC N N N NIL PV P 












NO OPD NO AGE SEX 
IYMPULAN/PORI KANMENTHIRIYAM/ GNANAINTHIRIYAM 
MEI VAAI KAN MOOKKU SEVI KAI KAAL VAAI ERUVAAI KARUVAAI 
1 1 66976 58 M A N N N N N A N N N 
2 2 101234 60 M N N N N N N A N A N 
3 3 101304 50 M N N N N N A A N N N 
4 4 103243 39 F N N N N N N N N N N 
5 5 106886 32 F N N N N N A A N N N 
6 6 8898 55 F N N N N N A A N N N 
7 7 9349 36 M N N N N N N A N A N 
8 8 10391 35 F N N N N N A N N N N 
9 9 10203 49 F N N N N N N A N N N 
10 10 10137 55 F N N N N N N A N N N 
11 11 10596 56 F N N N N N N A N A N 
12 12 9626 56 F N N N N N N A N N N 
13 13 11218 26 F N A N N N N N A A N 
14 14 11361 57 M N N N N N N N A N N 
15 15 11362 19 F A N N N N N N N A N 
16 16 11572 49 F N N N N N N A N N N 
17 17 13064 44 F N N N N N A A N N N 
18 18 13463 47 F N N N N N A A N N N 
19 19 44551 55 F N N N N N A A N N N 
20 20 14853 53 F N N N N N A A N N N 
21 21 17508 45 F N N N N N A A N N N 
22 22 18872 54 F N N N N N N A N N N 
23 23 19612 51 F N N N N N N A N A N 
24 24 20926 57 F N N N N N A A N N A 
25 25 22404 63 M N N N N N N A N N N 
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26 26 22403 55 F N N N N N N A N N N 
27 27 23793 56 F N A N N N N N A A N 
28 28 24061 23 F N N N N N N N N A N 
29 29 24667 39 M N N N N N N A N N N 
30 30 24915 42 F N N N N N A A N A N 
31 31 24738 45 F N N N N N N A N N N 
32 32 24730 61 M N N N N N N A N A N 
33 33 30493 36 M N N N N N N A N N N 
34 34 30796 24 M N N N A N N N N A N 
35 35 31024 60 F N N N N N N A N N N 
36 36 31626 58 M N N N N N N A N N N 
37 37 33766 43 M N N N N N N A N N N 
38 38 34010 63 M N N N N N A A N A N 
39 39 28602 53 M N A N N N A A A N N 

















































































































































































































1 1 66976 58 M N N A N A N N N N N A N N A N N N N A 
2 2 101234 60 M N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
3 3 101304 50 M N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
4 4 103243 39 F N A A A A N N N N A N N N N N A N N N 
5 5 106886 32 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
6 6 8898 55 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
7 7 9349 36 M N A A A A N N N N A N N N A N A N N N 
8 8 10391 35 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
9 9 10203 49 F A A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
10 10 10137 55 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
11 11 10596 56 F N A A A A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
12 12 9626 56 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
13 13 11218 26 F N A A N A N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
14 14 11361 57 M N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
15 15 11362 19 F N A A N A N N N N A A A N N N N N N A 
16 16 11572 49 F N A A N A N N N N N A N N A N N N N A 
17 17 13064 44 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
18 18 13463 47 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
19 19 44551 55 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
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20 20 14853 53 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
21 21 17508 45 F N N A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
22 22 18872 54 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
23 23 19612 51 F N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
24 24 20926 57 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
25 25 22404 63 M N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
26 26 22403 55 F N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
27 27 23793 56 F N A A A A N N N N N N N N A N N N N N 
28 28 24061 23 F N A A A A N N N N A N N N A A N N N N 
29 29 24667 39 M N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
30 30 24915 42 F N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
31 31 24738 45 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
32 32 24730 61 M N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
33 33 30493 36 M N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
34 34 30796 24 M N A A N N N N A N N N N N A N N N N N 
35 35 31024 60 F N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
36 36 31626 58 M N A A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
37 37 33766 43 M N N A N A N N N N N N N N A N N N N A 
38 38 34010 63 M N A A N A N N N N N N A N A N N N N A 
39 39 28602 53 M N N A A A N N A A N N N N A N N N N A 








7.4 INTERPRETATION OF UDAL THATHUKKAL 
S NO REG NO OPD NO AGE SEX SAARAM SENNEER OON KOZUPPU ENBU MOOLAI SUKKILAM 
1 1 66976 58 M A A A A A N N 
2 2 101234 60 M A A A A A N N 
3 3 101304 50 M A A A A A N N 
4 4 103243 39 F A A A A N N N 
5 5 106886 32 F A A A A A N N 
6 6 8898 55 F A A A A A N N 
7 7 9349 36 M A A A A A N N 
8 8 10391 35 F A A A A A N N 
9 9 10203 49 F A A A A A N N 
10 10 10137 55 F A A A A A N N 
11 11 10596 56 F A A A A A N N 
12 12 9626 56 F A A A A A N N 
13 13 11218 26 F A A N N N N N 
14 14 11361 57 M A A A A A N N 
15 15 11362 19 F A A A N N N N 
16 16 11572 49 F A A A A A N N 
17 17 13064 44 F A A A A A N N 
18 18 13463 47 F A A A A A N N 
19 19 44551 55 F A A A A A N N 
20 20 14853 53 F A A A A A N N 
21 21 17508 45 F A A A A A N N 
22 22 18872 54 F A A A A A N N 
23 23 19612 51 F A A A A A N N 
24 24 20926 57 F A A A A A N N 
25 25 22404 63 M A A A A A N N 
26 26 22403 55 F A A A A A N N 
27 27 23793 56 F A A A A N N N 
28 28 24061 23 F A A A A N N N 
29 29 24667 39 M A A A A A N N 
30 30 24915 42 F A A A A A N N 
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31 31 24738 45 F A A A A A N N 
32 32 24730 61 M A A A A A N N 
33 33 30493 36 M A A A A A N N 
34 34 30796 24 M A N A N N N N 
35 35 31024 60 F A A A A A N N 
36 36 31626 58 M A A A A A N N 
37 37 33766 43 M A A A A A N N 
38 38 34010 63 M A A A A A N N 
39 39 28602 53 M A A A A A N N 







7.5 INTERPRETATION OF NAADI/KAALAM 








RT LT RT LT MV M 
1 1 66976 58 M PK PK VP PK KO M 
2 2 101234 60 M VK VK PK VP MV M 
3 3 101304 50 M VP PK VP VP KO M 
4 4 103243 39 F PK PK VP PV KO M 
5 5 106886 32 F VK VP VK VP MP M 
6 6 8898 55 F VP VP VK VP MP M 
7 7 9349 36 M MUK VP MUK PK MP M 
8 8 10391 35 F VP PV PK PV MP N 
9 9 10203 49 F PV PV PK VK MP M 
10 10 10137 55 F VP PK VP VP MP M 
11 11 10596 56 F PV VP VK PK MP M 
12 12 9626 56 F KP VP VP VP MP M 
13 13 11218 26 F MUK PK PV PK MP M 
14 14 11361 57 M VK PK MUK PK MP M 
15 15 11362 19 F PV VP VK VK MP N 
16 16 11572 49 F VK V VK VP MP M 
17 17 13064 44 F V VK VK VK MP N 
18 18 13463 47 F PK MUK PV VP MP M 
19 19 44551 55 F VP PV VP PV MP M 
20 20 14853 53 F PK VK VK VP PP N 
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21 21 17508 45 F VP VP VP VP PP M 
22 22 18872 54 F PK KP VP MUK PP M 
23 23 19612 51 F VP PK VP VP PP N 
24 24 20926 57 F VP MUK VP VP PP M 
25 25 22404 63 M PV KV VK VK PP M 
26 26 22403 55 F KP VP PV PV PP M 
27 27 23793 56 F MUK MUK VK VP MP M 
28 28 24061 23 F PV MUK VK VP PP M 
29 29 24667 39 M MUK VP VP VP PP M 
30 30 24915 42 F VK VK VK PV PP M 
31 31 24738 45 F MUK PV V VP PP M 
32 32 24730 61 M VK PK MUK PK PP M 
33 33 30493 36 M VP V VP VP PP M 
34 34 30796 24 M VP MUK V V PP M 
35 35 31024 60 F VK MUK KV PV PP M 
36 36 31626 58 M V VP VP VP PP M 
37 37 33766 43 M VK MUK PK MUK PP M 
38 38 34010 63 M PK MUK V MUK PP M 
39 39 28602 53 M KV PV KV PV ELA M 






7.6 INTERPRETATION OF NEIKURI  
S.NO REG NO OPD NO AGE  SEX 
NEIKURI 


























































































1 1 66976 58 M K K KP KP SS SS K K KP KP KP SS SS 
2 2 101234 60 Ms K K K KP SS SS K KP KP KP KP KP KP 
3 3 101304 50 M V V V V V V V V V V V V VP 
4 4 103243 39 F P V V V V V P V VP VP VP VP VP 
5 5 106886 32 F P PV SS SS SS SS P P P P P SS SS 
6 6 8898 55 F V V V SS SS SS P P P P SS SS SS 
7 7 9349 36 M V V SS SS SS SS P PV PV PV PV PV SS 
8 8 10391 35 F P PV PV PV PV SS P P P P PV PV PV 
9 9 10203 49 F P PV PV PV PV PV P PV PV PV PV PV PV 
10 10 10137 55 F V V V V V SS P P PV PV PV PV SS 
11 11 10596 56 F P P PV SS SS SS P P P P PV SS SS 
12 12 9626 56 F V SS SS SS SS SS P P PV PV SS SS SS 
13 13 11218 26 F P P P PV PV SS P P P P P P P 
14 14 11361 57 M V V SS SS SS SS V V V V V V SS 
15 15 11362 19 F P P P P P PV P P P P P P P 
16 16 11572 49 F P V V V V V P V V V V V V 
17 17 13064 44 F P V V V SS SS P V V V V V SS 
18 18 13463 47 F V V V V V SS V V V VP VP VP VP 
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19 19 44551 55 F P P PV PV PV PV P P P PV PV PV PV 
20 20 14853 53 F V V SS SS SS SS P V V V V V SS 
21 21 17508 45 F P P PV PV SS SS P P P PV PV PV SS 
22 22 18872 54 F P PV V V V V P PV SS SS SS SS SS 
23 23 19612 51 F P V V VP SS SS P P V PV PV SS SS 
24 24 20926 57 F K K K KP SS SS K K K K K K K 
25 25 22404 63 M P P P PV PV PV P P P P P P P 
26 26 22403 55 F P P P PV PV SS P P P P P P PV 
27 27 23793 56 F P PV PV PV PV PV P P P P P P P 
28 28 24061 23 F P V V V V V P P P P P P P 
29 29 24667 39 M V V V V V V P PV V V V V V 
30 30 24915 42 F P PV V V SS SS P P P P PV SS SS 
31 31 24738 45 F V V V SS SS SS P P P P P P SS 
32 32 24730 61 M V V SS SS SS SS P VP VP VP SS SS SS 
33 33 30493 36 M V V V V V V P P P P PV PV PV 
34 34 30796 24 M K K KP SS SS SS K K K KP KP SS SS 
35 35 31024 60 F K K K KP KP SS K K KV KV KV KP SS 
36 36 31626 58 M P PV V V V V P PV PV PV PV PV PV 
37 37 33766 43 M P V V V V V P V V V V V V 
38 38 34010 63 M V V SS SS SS SS V V V V V SS SS 
39 39 28602 53 M P P P PV SS SS P P PV PV PV SS SS 




7.7 INTERPRETATION OF MANIKADAI NOOL ALAVU 
S.NO REG NO OPD NO AGE  SEX 
BEFORE TREATMENT AFTER TREATMENT 
PROXIMAL DISTAL PROXIMAL DISTAL 
RT  LT RT LT RT  LT RT LT 
1 1 66976 58 M 8 8 81/2 81/2 9 91/4 91/2 91/2 
2 2 101234 60 M 8 8 81/2 81/2 8 8 81/2 81/2 
3 3 101304 50 M 81/4 81/4 81/2 81/2 81/4 81/4 81/2 81/2 
4 4 103243 39 F 8 8 81/2 81/2 8 8 81/2 81/2 
5 5 106886 32 F 8 8 81/2 81/2 8 8 81/2 81/2 
6 6 8898 55 F 8 9 81/2 91/2 9 81/2 91/2 83/4 
7 7 9349 36 M 9 8 91/4 81/2 9 8 91/4 81/2 
8 8 10391 35 F 8 81/2 81/2 91/4 81/2 91/4 83/4 93/4 
9 9 10203 49 F 81/2 81/2 9 81/2 83/4 83/4 91/4 91/4 
10 10 10137 55 F 91/2 9 101/4 10 101/2 91/2 101/2 101/2 
11 11 10596 56 F 81/4 81/2 81/2 9 9 81/4 9 81/2 
12 12 9626 56 F 83/4 81/2 91/4 81/2 83/4 81/4 9 9 
13 13 11218 26 F 71/2 8 8 81/2 8 81/4 83/4 9 
14 14 11361 57 M 8 8 81/4 81/4 81/2 8 83/4 8 
15 15 11362 19 F 71/4 8 71/2 8 73/4 71/4 8 71/4 
16 16 11572 49 F 81/4 8 81/2 81/4 8 8 81/4 81/4 
17 17 13064 44 F 8 8 83/4 81/4 81/2 71/4 91/4 81/4 
18 18 13463 47 F 81/4 8 81/2 8 8 8 81/4 9 
19 19 44551 55 F 81/2 8 9 9 83/4 8 9 81/4 
20 20 14853 53 F 81/2 81/2 9 9 8 8 9 83/4 
21 21 17508 45 F 10 10 11 101/4 111/2 10 12 12 
22 22 18872 54 F 8 81/4 81/4 81/4 8 8 83/4 81/2 
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23 23 19612 51 F 11 10 12 101/2 9 9 91/2 93/4 
24 24 20926 57 F 8 8 81/4 81/4 8 83/4 91/4 9 
25 25 22404 63 M 81/4 83/4 9 91/4 81/4 8 91/4 81/4 
26 26 22403 55 F 10 9 103/4 10 93/4 8 10 83/4 
27 27 23793 56 F 81/4 9 91/4 10 81/2 9 9 93/4 
28 28 24061 23 F 81/4 8 81/2 81/4 8 8 81/4 81/4 
29 29 24667 39 M 81/4 8 9 83/4 81/4 8 9 83/4 
30 30 24915 42 F 10 93/4 101/2 10 8 81/4 83/4 83/4 
31 31 24738 45 F 81/2 81/2 9 9 81/2 81/4 9 81/2 
32 32 24730 61 M 8 8 81/4 81/4 81/2 8 83/4 8 
33 33 30493 36 M 10 9 11 10 101/2 91/2 11 101/2 
34 34 30796 24 M 8 8 8 81/2 8 8 83/4 83/4 
35 35 31024 60 F 71/2 73/4 8 8 71/2 7 8 8 
36 36 31626 58 M 81/2 81/4 91/4 83/4 83/4 9 9 91/4 
37 37 33766 43 M 81/2 81/4 83/4 83/4 8 81/4 9 83/4 
38 38 34010 63 M 7 8 71/2 71/4 7 8 71/2 71/4 
39 39 28602 53 M 8 81/2 83/4 81/2 8 81/2 83/4 81/2 










7.8 INTERPRETATION OF SYMPTOMS 
S.NO REG.NO OP.NO AGE  SEX NOT REDUCED SLIGHTLY REDUCED MODERATELY REDUCED GOOD  BETTER 
1 1 66976 58 M -- -- -- R -- 
2 2 101234 60 M -- -- -- R -- 
3 3 101304 50 M -- SR -- -- -- 
4 4 103243 39 F -- -- -- R -- 
5 5 106886 32 F -- -- -- -- B 
6 6 8898 55 F -- -- -- R -- 
7 7 9349 36 M NR -- -- -- -- 
8 8 10391 35 F -- SR -- -- -- 
9 9 10203 49 F -- -- -- R -- 
10 10 10137 55 F -- -- -- R -- 
11 11 10596 56 F NR -- -- -- -- 
12 12 9626 56 F -- -- -- -- B 
13 13 11218 26 F -- -- -- R -- 
14 14 11361 57 M -- SR -- -- -- 
15 15 11362 19 F -- -- -- -- B 
16 16 11572 49 F -- -- -- R -- 
17 17 13064 44 F -- -- -- R -- 
18 18 13463 47 F NR -- -- -- -- 
19 19 44551 55 F -- -- -- R -- 
20 20 14853 53 F -- -- -- R -- 
21 21 17508 45 F -- -- -- R -- 
22 22 18872 54 F -- -- MR -- -- 
23 23 19612 51 F -- -- MR -- -- 
24 24 20926 57 F NR -- -- -- -- 
25 25 22404 63 M -- SR -- -- -- 
26 26 22403 55 F -- SR -- -- -- 
27 27 23793 56 F -- SR MR -- B 
28 28 24061 23 F -- -- -- R -- 
29 29 24667 39 M -- -- -- R -- 
30 30 24915 42 F -- -- -- R -- 
31 31 24738 45 F NR -- -- -- -- 
32 32 24730 61 M -- SR -- -- -- 
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33 33 30493 36 M -- SR -- -- -- 
34 34 30796 24 M -- -- -- R -- 
35 35 31024 60 F -- SR -- -- -- 
36 36 31626 58 M -- SR -- -- -- 
37 37 33766 43 M -- -- -- -- B 
38 38 34010 63 M -- -- -- R -- 
39 39 28602 53 M NR -- -- -- -- 
40 40 26567 56 F -- -- -- R -- 
 
 
























AGE NO OP PT 
18- 28 4 
29 - 38 4 
38 - 48 8 
49 - 58 3 
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Reg. No. 6 
OP.No. 8898 
Age / Sex : 55 /F 
  BEFORE TREATMENT  :  8 Mins 
AFTER TREATMENT  :  8 Mins 
99 
 
Reg. No. 3 
OP.No. 101304 
Age / Sex : 50 /M 
 
  
   BEFORE TREATMENT  :  5 Mins 




             Based on the clinical manifestations and willingness to take purgative 
medicine forty cases were enrolled for the study. 
             Ennvagaithervugal, the Siddha diagnostic method was used to diagnose the 
disease along with the modern investigations. They are discussed here under. 
1. INTERPRETATION OF GENERAL PARAMETERS 
Age: 
• 52% of patients were of age group between 59-64 years 
• 20% of cases were in the group of 38-48 years 
         In this study shows older age group people were mostly affected with vatha 
disease. 
2. INTERPRETATION OF SIDDHA PARAMETERS : 
UYIR THATHUKKAL  
A) Vatham 
  Vatham is the prime force that impacts movement to every living cell in the 
body.Its dwelling place lies in the bones,muscles,nerves,joints,etc.It is responsible for 
movement too. 
 Samanan were affected in 100% of cases(it affected due to all other vayus 
were affected) 
 Viyanan  was affected in 97.5 % of cases(pain present in the body and 
difficulty in movement present) 
 Abanan  was affected in 45% of cases(constipation present) 
 Udhanan was affected in 17.5% of cases(in this sneezing,cough,difficulty 
in speech present). 
 Pranan and devadhathan were affected in 2.5% of cases.(In pranan –
difficulty in breathing present and in devadhathan –fatigue present).  
 (B) Pitham : 
 Saathagam was affected in 92.5% of cases(causes difficulty to carry out 
their normal activities in day to day life). 
 Ranjagam was affected in 22.5% of cases.(anaemia present) 




 Prasaga pitham was affected in 7.5% of cases (pallor of skin,decrease in 
skin texture and complexions present). 
C) Kabham 
 Santhigam  was  affected in 82.5% of cases(pain,swelling and 
difficulty in movements of joints present). 
 Kilethagam was affected in 5% of cases. 
 Avalambagam was affected in 2.5% of cases. 
3. INTERPRETATION OF UDAL THATHUKKAL 
 Saaram was affected in 100% of cases(fatigue,weakness present) 
 Senneer was affected in 98% of cases(dryness,debility present) 
 Oon was affected in 98% of cases(faintness,disease in the joints called 
arthritis present). 
 Kozhuppu was affected in 90% of cases(pain in the hip present) 
 Enbu was affected in 85% of cases(pain in the bones and joints) 
 
4. INTERPREATATION OF ENNVAGAI THERVUGAL 
NAA : 
 72.5% of cases having normal tongue. 
 22.5% of cases having maa padithal due to constipation. 
 5% of cases having vedippu. 
NIRAM: 
 Black colour skin  was present in 37.5% of cases 
 Manjal niram was present in 32.5% of cases. 
 Vellupu niram was present in 30% of cases. 
MOZHI : 
 45% of patients had samaoli 
 47.5% of patients had thazhantha oli 
 7.5%of patients had uratha oli. 
VIZHI : 
 90% OF CASES HAD NORMAL EYES. 





 55% of cases of were vetpa sparisam. Body heat may be due to 
inflammation. 
 40% of cases had mithaveppam . 
 5%  of cases had thatpam. 
NAADI : 
 Naadi was taken before and after purgation therapy to note changes 
between then and  now. 
 No obvious changes noted before and after treatment in the aspect of 
naadi 
MALAM : 
 7.5% of participants were said to have constipation. 
 95% of cases had yellow coloured malam. 
 5% of cases had karuppu coloured malam. 
MOOTHIRAM  
 30% of cases had present with white coloured urine. 
 60% of cases had straw coloured urine . 
 10% of cases had yellow coloured urine. 
NEIKURI : 
 Neikuri was taken before and after purgation therapy to note changes . 
 There is obvious changes in Neikuri before and after treatment 
 Before treatment the spreading nature of urine is much faster than after 
treatment 
 Before treatment, 40% of cases had typical vadhaNeikuri (Fast, 
Irregular, Aravu pol) 
 After treatment, Only 10% of presented cases had Typical 
VaadhaNeikuri 
8. INTERPRETATION OF THEGIYIN ILAKKANAM: 
 Pithavathathegi affected more with the percentage of 38%  
 Pithakabathegis  affected with percentage of  23 % of cases. 
 Next to that vathapitha, vathakabathegis were affected 
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9. MANIKKADAI NOOL: 
  Manikkadainool measurements were also noted before and after treatment, 
There is a change in Manikkadaialavu but Its significance is not much interpreted. 
 
10. INTERPRETATION OF RELIEF OF SYMPTOMS: 
 Based of patient’s Satisfactory  rate 
 18% of cases reported to have good relief from their symptoms 
 10% of Patients had Slightly reduced symptoms 









  Patient’s  with the symptoms of Vatha were enrolled in the study. 
 The author had collected, the review literature for Vatham,Virechanam 
from classical siddha literatures and Modern aspect of purgation therapy 
from various texts, Published articles. 
 Case sheet and proforma was maintained for all 40 cases. 
 Derangement of Uyirthathukkal and Udalthathukkal in the disease had 
been discussed. 
 Ennvagithervugal had studied in detail and their interpretation had 
done.    
 Naadi, Neikuri, Manikkadai Nool before and after treatment were 
discussed. 
 There is no obvious change in Naadi before and after treatment was 
noticed among patients. 
 ManikkadaiNool also shows changes in patients before and after 
treatment but the results were insignificant 
 Based on patient’s satisfactory rate, about 23% of patients showed 
better and good relief and about 10% of patients reported to have slight 
relief. 
 Neikuri shows better results after treatment of Vatham was decreased 
in many patients who showed vatham predominant Neikuri pattern 
before treatment 
 Better results were shown in patients who had taken oil bath 3 days 
continuously before taking purgation medicine 
 One patient with RA Positive had showed the result of RA Negative 
after 1 week of taking purgation. 
 A patient with Trigeminal Neuralgia showed a better relief after getting 









  Based on the study and results, the author conclude that Purgation therapy is a 
better choice before treating vatha diseases. Neikuri is the better parameter than 
Naadi or Manikkadai in assessing pacified vathakuttram recorded by this study. 
Hence the author validate the statement “Bhedhiyalvaathamthaalum” 
i.eVathakutram can be pacified by purgation therapy. This study has been conducted 
as observational study only, further experimental studies should be needed to prove 
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